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Abstract 

Event management is a ubiquitous word in modern society. The word is used for small business 

breakfasts, large corporate shows and also for big international sport events, such as the Olympic 

Games. We all have an idea of what management is, but what is an event? 

 

An event is often described as something that ‘happens’, and therefore, in that sense, we could use 

the term event management to describe the organisation of everything that happens. Getz defines 

an event as ‘an occurrence at a given place; a special set of circumstances; a noteworthy 

occurrence’(Getz, 2007, p. 18), and this definition embraces a wide range of possibilities with one 

important thing in common: they can only occur once. As such, one key characteristic of events is 

that they are not continuous, for they each have a beginning and an end, and every event is different 

from the last one. “No matter how hard one tries, it is literally impossible to replicate an event” 

(Getz, 2007, p. 18); thus, when watching the Olympic Games, we do not see the same picture 

repeating itself every four years, for the event changes and evolves over time. Consequently, to fully 

understand how things happen within any given event, it is necessary to get involved in the planning 

and execution of an event. 

 

Malhotra writes that events are an important aspect of human life and that our understanding of 

them is poorly developed. He thinks that there is a “need to enhance the understanding of the 

subject” (Malhotra, 2002, p. 179), and this opinion is supported by the relative youth of academic 

study into the topic. In their book, ‘Festival & Special Event Management’, Allen, O’Toole, Harris and 

McDonnell (2008) date the birth of the industry to the 1980s, where “several seminal events set the 

pattern for the contemporary event industry as we know it today” (Allen et al., 2008, p. 9). Thus, 

especially compared with other disciplines in the field of social science, event management is a 

young discipline, and there is not yet a huge base of research to work with. In addition, rather than 

academically rigorous research conducted by professional researchers, much of the knowledge in 

the field has been generated by practising event managers who have written books about their own 

experiences, knowledge, and skills (Allen et al., 2008; Catherwood & Van Kirk, 1992; Getz, 2007; 

Goldblatt, 1997) 

 

It is of no surprise that these practitioners, and the events they discuss, tend to reflect the planning 

of the biggest events the earth has seen, such as the Olympic Games and US presidential 

inaugurations. These authors possess a great deal of experience, and their past involvement has 

generated a variety of different ideas about what constitutes best practice in event management. 
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Consequently, the literature concentrates on events that change not only the local community, but 

also influence a broad variety of people on earth, from international participants and spectators 

through to TV broadcasting and internet coverage. 

 

Getz reinforces the distinction between academic researcher and front-line practitioner, 

commenting that only a few event managers write about their experiences: ‘Speaking as a journal 

editor, I can say that it has proved close to impossible to get practitioners to contribute research 

papers or case studies to the refereed, academic literature. The starting point is for practitioners to 

be reflective, not just focused on the task at hand, and to use this reflection in part to initiate 

research projects’ (Getz, 2007, p. 354). Getz emphasises that the ties between practitioners and 

academics are currently loose, and that the field of event management could be significantly 

improved by both sectors working more closely together. 

 

Ultimately, this thesis combines a range of differing views about best practice and recommended 

behaviours; it identifies and recommends an event management model that potentially enables 

small-scale event managers to fully develop the potential of such events. This thesis reduces the gap 

between theory and practice and the framework of best practices can be applied to significantly 

improve the quality of management similar events in the future, in Auckland. 
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1. Introduction and Context 

 

1.1 Overview 

 

Events have been around forever. The word ‘event’ is derived from the Latin word ‘eventus’ and was 

originally used to describe big happenings out of the ordinary ("Event," 2009) Today, the concept of 

events includes a large variety of social gatherings, meetings, sports, shows, and performances. It 

has become a fashion to use the word ‘event’ for everything that is happening.  

 

In recent years, the number of events has grown rapidly and an industry around events has evolved. 

This event industry has seen significant growth over the last three decades, which has made it hard 

to complete an overview of all the facets of events and event management. While several 

companies in this growing trade have good organizational structures and management processes in 

place, a rather confusing picture evolves when looking at the entire event industry. Nevertheless, 

despite that confusing structure remaining in place, the International Special Events Society (ISES) 

states that the event industry is still one of the world’s fastest growing, economically-lucrative 

industries, while “in the Western World most of the benefits have been squeezed out of process 

improvement and neoclassical economics”  (Clifton, 2009).   

 

Indeed, the world has been hit hard by the financial crisis of 2008-2009, and many businesses have 

failed because they had already optimized their processes and were not able to cut down costs to 

match the lack of international demand. However, a focus on the optimization of internal processes, 

and a consequent lack of any new business ideas over the past 25 years (Clifton, 2009), is a 

phenomenon that appears to have passed by the event management industry. Until this crisis, the 

event industry had not been interested in optimizing its processes nor in utilising its full potential 

and most businesses in this industry has managed to survive by focusing on cost-saving strategies 

and opportunities to attract new customers.  

 

Perhaps because of this rather unique status in the modern business world, the field of event 

management does not include an existing structure of literature that researchers can build upon as a 

foundation for their work. A scan of the limited literature that does exist highlights a wide range of 

contrary opinions and the absence of agreed definition, while most research so far has been focused 
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on the description of specific events and on explanation of observations made during that event. 

Thus, though several authors have mentioned the need for a framework of best practices in event 

management (William J. O'Toole, 2000; Silvers, Bowdin, O'Toole, & Nelson, 2006), no such 

framework has yet proven to be sustainable. One consequence of this lack of framework is that it is 

difficult or even impossible to improve event practitioner performance and to evaluate the people 

working in the business against any global benchmark. As a result, event management is not given 

serious consideration as a profession, and it is therefore difficult for the industry to achieve 

international acknowledgement and reputation. 

 

While event managers working with large scale events can still achieve international recognition for 

their work, managers of small scale local events do not have any such opportunity, and it is this 

present status that the current research attempts to investigate. This thesis sets out to explore 

whether, and how, small scale event managers can improve their performance by using a framework 

of best practice in event management derived from a range of different sources. The findings, 

discussion, and recommendations contained in this thesis have resulted from analysis of the 

strengths and weaknesses of each contributing source, and ultimately propose a framework of best 

practice in event management for small scale local event managers that will assist those managers 

to enhance the quality of experience for event participants while taking better advantage of growth 

opportunities for their firms.  

 

This is particularly important because the majority of events around the world are small scale local 

events, and better usage of their potential could lead to a boost in industry growth that will create 

economic benefits for the event, the community, and the country. The original research described in 

this thesis was conducted in New Zealand, a country that has a large variety of small scale events, 

especially in the tourism sector. This sector is of special interest, as the Rugby World Cup of 2011 will 

be held in New Zealand and a spectrum of small-scale events will be launched to support this 

international event. For New Zealand, this is a promising opportunity to generate long term benefits 

for the entire country through the creation of numerous world class though small-scale events 

around one big ‘magnet’ event. For this reason alone, it seems worthwhile to conduct research in 

the field of small-scale event management, in order to determine what constitutes success factors 

for this industry. 
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1.2 Research Question 

 

The central question that forms the basis for this research is: 

 

To what extent does a theoretical best practices framework, for the effective management of 

mega-events, provide optimum guidance for the management of small-scale local events in New 

Zealand? 

 

In order to thoroughly explore this idea, the following supporting sub-questions were developed to 

be used as a guideline for the research design. Through detailed investigation of each sub-question, 

an in-depth exploration of the central research question can be made, thus leading to the desired 

outcome – the identification of a best practice model that can be implemented in small-scale event 

management to generate improved value and stronger growth. 

 

 To what extent does an agreed theoretical framework exist to guide the management of 

large-scale special events? 

 To what extent has this framework been tested across a variety of settings? 

 What specific challenges are evident in small-scale events that are not present in large-scale 

events? 

 What lessons can managers of small events learn from the experience of big events? 

 

In order to gather necessary data around this topic, the researcher became personally involved in a 

small-scale and local event, from initial planning stages to eventual event operation. The overall 

intention was for the researcher to act as a participant observer for, by becoming part of the event 

management team, he was better able to understand the team’s actions and decisions, and to 

compare their actual approach to management with the theoretical practises identified in the 

literature. The results that emerged from this process provide a foundation for a comparison of 

actual small-scale event management practises with theoretically optimal practises derived from 

previous observation of large scale events. 
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1.3 Thesis Outline 

 

The thesis is structured around three main content sections. In the first section the literature is 

reviewed, in the second section the methodology and research design is illustrated, and in the last 

section the findings are discussed and recommendations proposed. This structure has been chosen 

to make it easier to communicate content to the reader and to distinguish between the intent of 

each of the sections. 

 

The first section literature review is essential for a clear understanding of the topic. It contains a 

variety of definitions taken from a range of differing literatures, and investigates those topics that 

have been variously held to be important indicators to the successful management of events. The 

review concludes by identifying a potentially useful model by which to assess event management 

effectiveness. 

 

The second section of the thesis introduces the research methodology and design process used, on 

the commonly understood principle that the approach to the conduct of research is critically 

important in determining the results obtained and recommendations offered. Thus, the 

paradigmatic approach used in this research is explained and justified in the light of the main 

implications involved, and the process used to gather data fully described. 

 

The third section of this thesis presents the outcomes of the research, reached through application 

of researcher analysis and interpretation to draw conclusions and make recommendations that 

include:  

 Critical analysis of the approaches and decisions made by event staff, and evaluation of their 

effectiveness in the light of theoretical recommendations. 

 Comparison of similarities and differences between the planning and execution of small and 

mega events. 

 Presentation of a best practice framework for smaller, local events. 

 

At the end of this research, the existing body of knowledge about best practice in large-scale event 

management has been tested through application to a small-scale local event in New Zealand. The 

implications and lessons learned during the test extend the existing knowledge about small-scale 

local events, and the knowledge thus gained can be used to improve the performance of such events 

around the world.  
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2. Literature review 

 

2.1 Prologue  

 

Davies and Brown (2000) write that “festivals and events are special times in people’s lives, they give 

us the opportunity to go outside normal experiences for a cultural, social or leisure experience” (p. 

169). The public use of the word ‘event’ does not necessarily concur with the scientific use of it 

(Loos, Hermes, & Thomas, 2008). The literature available is mostly not concerned about defining the 

word event prior to undertaking research in the field, which leads to communication gaps and 

misunderstandings.  

 

To prevent common misunderstandings this literature review defines, discusses and structures the 

comparatively young industry of event management. It starts with the origin of the word ‘event’ and 

the industry of event management, followed by the importance, the influencing factors and the skills 

of people within the industry.  The last part of the literature review is devoted to a framework of 

best practices in event management. The outcome of the literature review is a base to work from 

throughout the thesis and beyond.  

 

2.2 Event Management Defined 

2.2.1 Events 

The word ‘event’ is derived from the Latin word ‘eventus’ which means “outcome, result. success.” 

Further research into the etymology of the word ‘eventus’ on ("Event," 2009) describes the line of 

descent as the following: Eventus is derived from the Latin word eventum (occurrence, event, issue), 

which is derived from the Latin word evenire (come out, it happens, it turns out), which is derived 

from the Latin word venire (to come, go for sale). 

 

This line of descent gives the conclusion that originally an event is an occurrence, something that 

happens. The first mentioned definition in the English speaking world originates from Robert Jani in 

1955. Jani said that “a special event is that which is different from a normal day of living” (Jani, 1955, 
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in Goldblatt, 2005, p. 6). Since then, written sources have not settled on a single generally accepted 

definition of events.  

 

Getz (1997) defines events as “temporary occurrences, either planned or unplanned” (p. 4). To 

describe the difference between unplanned and planned events, the word event is preceded by the 

word ‘special’, to indicate a human element; therefore a special event is a “one-time or infrequently 

occurring event outside a normal program” (Getz, 1997, p. 4). Due to the human element of planning 

and managing, events have been growing rapidly and have become bigger and bigger.  

 

For the purpose of the thesis and with regards to the event industry we will use the term special 

event to describe a planned, temporary occurrence that is outside the daily routine of people. To 

shorten the spelling, the term special event will be abbreviated to event.  

 

2.2.2 Event Management 

 

Management has its roots in the Latin word ‘manidiare’, which is derived from the Latin word 

‘manus’ (hand, fist, team) ("Management," 2009). The word ‘management’ is used to describe the 

activity of organizing a group of people to achieve a desired outcome. In Henri Fayol’s 

Administration industrielle et generale from 1916 he describes the five principle roles of 

management in business as planning, organizing, leading, co-ordinate and controlling (usually within 

a company or a department of the company) to work together (Olum, 2004). 

 

Combining the words ‘event’ and ‘management’ the growing profession of event management 

emerges. Since Jani’s comment in 1955 events have evolved from a “different from a normal day of 

living” (Jani, 1955, in Goldblatt, 2005) to professionally managed high profile events such as the 

Olympic Games and the FIFA Soccer World Cup.  

 

For determined people who want to work in the sector a lot of challenges and opportunities are 

awaiting. With the fast growth of the event industry, there has been growing demand for greater 

collaboration between academia and event practitioners to increase the uptake of research findings 

(Getz, 2000; Neale, 2000) and to develop professionals that will be able to handle the challenges of 

the industry in the future (Arcodia & Barker, 2003; Mc Cabe, 2001). 
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Today there are studies on Congress Management, Corporate Events, Management of fairs and 

exhibitions, Trade Fair Marketing and Development, Strategic Communication, Event projects 

Budgeting, Financing and Controlling of Events. The growth in the field of event management is 

continuing in all areas, such as academic, credential, knowledge transfer and qualifications, 

however according to Goldblatt (2000)  “the rapid growth of the event management profession has 

produced a climate that is confusing, lacking in credibility and compared to other professions, and 

perhaps detrimental to its future long term health.” (p. 2) 

 

2.2.3 Types of Events 

 

To handle the confusion Arcodia & Barker (2003) have categorised events into three main groups 

which are business events, cultural events and sporting events. Business events include conferences 

and trade fairs, while cultural events include festivals and exhibitions. The sporting games are the 

last group and include the Olympic Games, soccer world cups, car races and many other sporting 

events. These groupings seem to be appropriate as they encompass all sorts of events and allow the 

researcher to give the audience a more specific, categorised overview of events. 

 

2.3 The History and Background of Event Management 

 

Event management is, compared to other fields of social sciences, a relatively new field. Academic 

research into the field of event management has not started until about 15 years ago. In 1994 Getz 

& Wick’s examined global trends in event management and summarized the situation of the event 

industry with the following quote: “Festival and Event practitioners belong to a new and rapidly 

growing career field. As with other emerging quasi-professions, the managers, marketers and co-

ordinators occupying full-time positions have organized professional associations and are seeking 

certification. Those wishing to enter the field look to the associations, and increasingly to formal 

educational institutions, to provide appropriate certificates which will hopefully ensure access to the 

better jobs. As well, numerous volunteers are seeking recognition for their efforts and skills. 

Consequently, the situation is somewhat unclear and constantly evolving”  (p. 103). 

 

Regardless of the description of event management to be used, it is obvious that “planned events 

have significantly changed in volume, size, scope, and quality since Jani issued this definition (in 
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1954)”  (Goldblatt, 2000, p. 3).  Getz & Wicks concluded their research by saying that “there are clear 

technical skills for event management, but less convincingly can there be said to exist theories of 

event management” (1994, p. 108).  

 

In 1996, Perry, Foley & Rumpf conducted research at the Australian Events Conference in Canberra 

and identified ten knowledge areas and attributes required to be successful in the event industry: 

project management, budgeting, time management, relating to media, business planning, human 

resource management, marketing, contingency management, obtaining sponsorship and networking. 

Those skills were categorized in the five domains legal/finance, management, public 

relations/marketing, economic/analytical and ethical/contextual, to create a knowledge base for 

future event managers.  These skills seem to be a contentious issue, as vision, leadership, 

adaptability and high organizational skills were named by the same managers as the essential 

attributes to be successful in the field (Perry et al., 1996). 

 

Subsequent to the research above, Harris & Jago (1999) suggested that the following knowledge 

should also be transferred in event management training: 

 

 History and meanings of festivals, celebrations, rituals and other events 

 Historical evolution, types of events 

 Trends in demand and supply 

 Motivations and benefits sought from events 

 Roles and impacts of events in society, the economy, environment and culture 

 Who is producing events and why? 

 Program concepts and styles 

 Event settings 

 Operations unique to events 

 Management unique to events 

 Marketing unique to events  (Harris & Jago, 1999, p. 46) 

 

While a common knowledge base could not be supported at the research, a high level of education 

of the professionals within the event industry has been identified with over 60% having a degree and 

25% having post grad qualifications. Despite these seemingly impressive figures, “only 12% had 

qualifications in the event field” (Royal & Jago, 1998, p. 224). 
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Comparing today’s course outlines for event managers at Unitec New Zealand, BIZ, Germany, and 

other universities, a common base of knowledge included in the subjects of event management 

cannot be determined. It becomes remarkable truth that obviously no generally accepted common 

base has evolved out of the suggestions of the various researches that has been conducted over the 

last 15 years. 

 

Harris & Jago (1999) surveyed Australian Universities and discovered another obstacle. Most 

Universities do not create an event program, but rather add single courses or electives to already 

existing programs. This method enhances the understanding of the event field within students of 

other fields, but it does not support event practitioners in the field and it does not create enough 

research on the topic of event management.  

 

One of the reasons is that not all researchers agree on the necessity of long term event management 

training as appealed for by Harris & Jago  (1999), they do prefer short courses where knowledge is 

mediated in seminars and applied straight away. Goldblatt (1997, 2000) goes a step further when he 

writes that the measure of professional knowledge and capability cannot be represented by a 

university degree. Arcodia & Barker’s (2003) suggestion to employ highly trained and experienced 

individuals to educate the future event managers has to overcome the obstacle that there is no 

common base to compare with the knowledge of these professionals. 

 

Despite the variety of literature about event management, Erber (2002) and Holzbauer (2003) both 

emphasize that the core elements of event management in the past  often only entail organizational 

and controlling measures as part of the event execution. Loos (2008) objects this assessment and 

highlights that the definition would exclude the integrative tasks of management with decision 

making options. He describes event management as “the coordination of all the tasks and activities 

necessary for the execution of an event regarding its strategy, planning, implementation, and control, 

based on the principles of event marketing and the methods of project management” (Loos et al., 

2008, p. 54). 

 

In view of the current state of affairs, the conclusion of Getz & Wicks from 1994, as mentioned at the 

beginning of this section, has not lost its actuality and validity. Harris, Jago Allen & Huyskens (2000) 

are sharing the same opinion and think  “to determine the current state of research within the events 

field is not necessarily an easy task. Even though the area is still largely ‘virgin territory’ from a 
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research perspective there is still, both globally and in an Australian context, a not insubstantial 

number of reports/articles/thesis etc dealing with events” (p. 24) 

 

Nelson (2004) researched the “Sociological Theories of Career Choice: A Study of Workers in the 

Special Events Industry” for her PhD and discovered several traits and qualities that people in the 

industry have in common. Surprisingly, most of the interviewed practitioners did not plan to work in 

the event industry but were into it introduced by chance. Despite their dissimilarity in education all 

of the practitioners share one common trait: they are open to new ideas. 

 

Nelson’s key findings were:  

 

 Even in the real world business arena, post career entry, event professionals tend to relay 

stories about continuing to make business decisions on a visceral level. 

 People who stay in the industry feel lucky to work on something that they are passionate 

about every day 

 Event professionals suffer from particular career challenges, such as long working hours, 

reduced employee benefits - but they are only minor considerations regarding career entry 

 Event professionals feel connection with “making dreams come true” – building a dream for 

somebody else  

 “Predominant decision-making factors used when choosing a career in the special events 

overwhelmingly supports Social Identity Theory. The highest rated factors included 

interesting work, opportunity for self-expression, and freedom of action. Therefore, the tie 

between occupation and identity (personal values) would seem to be apparent among 

special event workers, and supports Turner’s view of a role-person merger where the role is 

deeply merged with the person and socialisation in that role affects personality formation” 

(Turner, 1978 in Nelson, 2004, p. 46) 

 

Nelson (2004) summarized the key findings as practitioners in the field feel “extremely lucky to be 

able to work at something every day that they love” (p. 50) 

The client/provider relationship was identified as the main challenge within in the industry. With a 

strong sense of helping others, a passion for the industry and a lot of pride in excellence in their 

work, event managers overcome those obstacles and create value (Nelson, 2004). 
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While event managers have a lot of pride in the excellence of their work they were not enthusiastic 

to engage in theoretical research about strategies further improving the excellence within the entire 

event industry. There are several assumptions about the reasons behind it: 

 

 Most of the people in the industry did not plan to work on events and therefore they did not 

engage in theoretical event studies 

 The event industry offers only reduced employee benefits and hardly any benefit are 

expected from engaging into research 

  Theoretical knowledge does not reflect the level of expertise within the event industry and 

event managers concentrate on gaining practical knowledge 

 The long working hours within the event industry prevents people from doing additional 

work 

 The event field is wide spread and some literature would only be relevant to a small portion 

of the industry 

 

The multiple views on event management and the different perceptions of the people working and 

researching within the event industry has prevented the industry to come up with globally accepted 

standards for events.  

 

Furthermore, the discrepancy between the aims of the different stakeholders has prevented the 

introduction of standardised processes and hindered the introduction of a widely accepted event 

management information system until today. Partial solutions have been introduced but their 

propagation has been limited due to these same factors. 

 

Still, special events have evolved to the point where their number, scale and variety, combined with 

their associated economic, social and cultural impacts, demand attention from researchers (Harris et 

al., 2000, p. 22).  
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2.3.1 An Overview  

 

The growth within the event industry shows that people have been successful in consistently 

creating bigger and better events, however the lack of widely accepted standardised processes in 

the industry leaves the question of how this is achieved in dispute. 

The event industry has to face the same global actualities other industries have to deal with as well. 

Getz (2000b) investigated how the global actualities in 2000 influenced the event industry and what 

perspectives were arising. His findings are presented in the following table: 

Table 1: Disciplinary Perspectives on Events  

(Getz, 2000b, p. 14) 

To get a better understanding of the realities and how the perspectives would change the event 

industry he went on and investigated how the forces in 2000 influenced the implementation of the 

perspectives and the focus of people within the event industry. To better understand the forces he 

pioneered in coming up with research implications to deal with the upcoming topics professionally. 

The following table depicts the actualities and the resulting research implications.  
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Table 2: Major Forces Affecting Event Management 

(Getz, 2000b, p. 16) 

With the current trends and the challenges arising in the event industry there is a high demand for 

creative managers who add value to the events while matching the ideas of the client with those of 

the organisation (Bilton & Laery, 2002). The globalisation and the ease of travel nowadays, combined 

with the developments in technology, it is becoming more important to continuously educate 

students and event managers. The Meeting Professionals International (MPI), one of the leading 

industry associations, has introduced an ‘Excellence Strategy’ in 2003 which classifies competencies 

for professionals in the meeting and event field. One critical part is the identification of key 

knowledge, expertise and capability. In 2003 the Global Paragon was awarded for the demonstration 

of value through measuring meetings by their ROI (return on investment)(Nichols, 2003). One of the 

jury members described the value added by the winner the following way: “Across the board, what 

set the winners apart was that they set goals for themselves, then structured them in such a way that 

they could measure them and understand exactly where they stood in terms of their successes and 

failures afterwards” (Zielinski in Nichols, 2003, p. 1). 

 

Getz (2000b) analysed the global trends and challenges and how they affect the event industry. To 

deal with the upcoming trends he suggested research topics to focus on. The table underneath 

depicts his findings and recommendations. 
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Table 3: Trends and Research Implications 

(Getz, 2000b, p. 17) 

It is unquestionable that events have become a significant part of our lives, and there are several 

trends that lead to the supposition that the event industry, if managed correctly, has prospects of 

further expansion. Goldblatt (2000) predicts that with the growing age of the world’s population 

there will be a significant increase in celebrations. The requirements for all events will increase with 

the innovation of technology and the desire for ‘high-touch experiences’.  His predictions from 2000 

for the year 2010 have become partly truth and therefore his predictions for the years to follow are 

worth serious consideration.  
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Table 4: Trends in Event Management 

 

 

 

(Goldblatt, 2000, p. 8) 
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One major obstacle to prepare the event industry for the upcoming challenges is the existence of 

lots of different stakeholders for every event and each brings their own individual views and 

considerations. As a consequence, “the design of event management processes, as well as the 

systematic development of supportive information systems have not occurred” (Loos et al., 2008, p. 

39). Harris, Jago Allen and Huyskens (2000) summarize the dilemma of event management: 

 

“Practitioners and Associations, as would be expected, are primarily interested in research associated 

with generating funds, namely, sponsorship, as well as the needs of different consumer segments. 

Government is more interested in economic and risk factors as well as the ability to compare 

different events. Academics tend to be more interested in macro issues such as strategy, value of the 

industry, destination image and urban revival” (p. 27). 

 

To trial the maturity of event management as a profession the Capability Maturity Model (CMM) 

gives valuable insights. The Capability Maturity Model depicts the processes and procedures rather 

than the artistic outcome o an event and therefore it shows the maturity of the system rather than 

the outcome of the system (Bamberger, 1997). While the outcome of an event might be positive, it 

might not be possible to apply the same processes and procedures to other events. As a result, the 

Capability Maturity Model depicts the immaturity of the event management profession with the lack 

of formalization, standardization, accountability, and continuous improvement practices (Silvers, 

2003).   

 

 Silvers (2003) went one step further and compared the levels of the CMM with Bloom’s Taxonomy, 

a 1956 developed classification of levels of intellectual behaviour with regards to learning. She 

concluded that “the hierarchy of maturity for performing organizations and individuals is practically 

parallel” (Silvers, 2003). The following illustration shows the comparisons:  
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Figure 5: The CMM and Bloom’s Taxonomy Intellectual Maturity 

 

 (Silvers, 2003) 

 

Today, more training opportunities are increasing the percentage of people who have a degree 

relevant to their event occupation. Without a generally accepted body of knowledge the variety of 

studies in the field of event management is enormous and support the arguments of McCabe (2001) 

and Neale (2000), who find it necessary to create a body of knowledge; to ensure professionalism 

and to educate managers in the field to handle current and future challenges within the industry, as 

depicted above. 

 

This goes in hand with Goldblatt’s three essential elements of a profession. As illustrated at the end 

of the last section they are a common body of knowledge, established and maintained standards and 

a code of conduct (Goldblatt, 1996 in Royal & Jago, 1998). At this stage we can recapitulate that the 

literature does not support the existence of the first two elements. 
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This is consistent with the research of Arcodia & Reid (2002), who identified a need to further 

develop and educate event professionals to ensure professionalism. In addition to education, 

Arcodia & Barker (2003) suggest that improved collaboration between academics and practitioners 

is needed.  Academics and practitioners are falling short of their potentials because they are not 

working in close partnership, and the future success of the event field will depend greatly on its 

ability to realise its own potential. 

 

The next section will go one step further and give a picture of best practices in event management. 

 

2.3.2 Best practices in Event Management 

 

The history of best practices in event management begins in 1992, when a Canadian consortium 

introduced a set of ‘occupational competency standards’ with consideration towards administration, 

risk management, management skills, marketing, interpersonal skills and HRM (Harris & Jago, 1999). 

In 1996 Perry, Foley and Rumpf (1996) conducted the first research in Australia (and the first for the 

southern hemisphere). They attempted to identify event organisers’ training and education 

requirements and came up with the following key knowledge areas: 

 

 Legal / financial 

 Management 

 Public relations / marketing 

 Economic / analytical 

 Ethical / contextual 

 

This research assumed that a good knowledge base about the best practices in the above fields 

would lead to a successful career in the field. Other research disproved the findings.  Getz and Wicks 

(1994) confirmed that “management theory and skills are essential, but their application... requires 

adaptation similar to that required for recreation management. And because there is so much variety 

among event types and settings, it can be argued that only generic concepts can be taught, with 

experience providing the detail” (p. 108). Their research identified energy and ambition as the key 

success factors within the event industry. 
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On top of energy and ambition, creativity has been identified by various sources as key to creating 

exceptional events. Creativity is the part that makes an event unique and distinguishes it from 

previous ones organized by the same manager, company or organization. A lot of research has 

mentioned the importance of creativity while planning events (Allen et al., 2008; Bilton & Laery, 

2002; Fabling & Grimes, 2007; Getz & Wicks, 1994; Silvers et al., 2006) but none of them attempted 

to create a framework for best practices in the area. It is reasonable to assume that artistic 

expression is hard to measure and therefore difficult to put into a framework, but it is nevertheless a 

worthwhile venture. 

 

Slivers et al. (2006) continue in the same vein when they write that the combination of “creativity, 

strategic thinking, continuous improvement, ethics and integration are the values that must 

permeate all decisions throughout event management regarding every element, phase, and process” 

(p. 192), and only have to be adjusted to the needs of different cultural conditions. 

 

One of the obstacles that research into best practices in event management has to face is that 

funding is mostly given for the investigation of the social, economic and cultural effects of events. 

Sponsors, especially governments, are more likely to invest in continuous events when the research 

shows that the event has a positive impact on the community. Consequently, “less research has been 

focused on special events operational management” (Hede, Jago, & Deery, 2002, p. 322). At the 

same time, governments are influencing the execution of events by devising laws and acts in order 

to limit the negative influences of events. With the lack of international or even national standards 

for the evaluation of events, the event environment is becoming more complex and regulated, as 

every town, city, community, country, and continent has different laws in place, and it is hard for 

professionals to maintain a synopsis.  

 

It can be argued that event managers are artists and that it is their conscious decision to continue 

their dynamic and creative way of doing things (Meusburger, Funke, & Wunder, 2009) rather than 

supporting the creation of “reliable, disciplined and consistent systems” (Colline, 2001, in Silvers et 

al., 2006, p. 192) which could transform the current ‘people-dependent’ system into a ‘system 

dependent’ system (Gerber, 1995, in Silvers et al., 2006, p. 193). 

The confusion the current situation is producing results in the lack of respect and value for the 

industry along with limitations to the funding and support by officials (Goldblatt, 2000). It can be 

expected that the creation of an effective quality assurance system would improve the quality of the 

individuals within the industry and would allow for the creation of standard terminology to be used 
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for events and festivals (Arcodia & Robb, 2000). It would clearly change the focus of the research 

from economic and marketing concentrations to standards and frameworks. The industry could 

ameliorate from an immature occupation to a well-established, highly-respected profession through 

the creation of a conceptual framework to recap present knowledge and best practises for event 

professionals. 

 

Every city and town around the world has the potential to host events. For locations who want to 

tap into the future growth of the event industry and who want to be continuously successful in 

doing so, it is imperative to handle their assets properly. Melbourne is an excellent example for a 

destination that successfully implemented its events strategy early on and created value on a 

national basis while managing its potential with care and determination. The first business plan of 

Tourism Victoria in 1993 (Strategic business plan, 1993) identified the priority of developing and 

attracting special events and subsequently repeated the importance in the next business plan in 

1997 (Strategic business plan 1997 - 2001, 1997). 

 

The city tapped its ability  to host successful special events and was host of the World Police and Fire 

Games, the Formula One Grand Prix, the Australian Open, the Melbourne Cup and uncountable 

smaller events (Royal & Jago, 1998).The strategic plan to attract events has not only led to the 

hosting of those events, it has also attracted a large number of professionals to live and work in the 

city. The City of Melbourne introduced networking opportunities to tap the knowledge of its citizens 

and to find ways to attract more visitors to the city. The combined knowledge and political backup 

has led to a vibrant event environment that is thriving. 

 

Melbourne’s economy has gained largely from the professional management of its event 

environment. The public and the private sector are working together for the benefits of all 

stakeholders. The city is one of only a few examples around the world where best practices for the 

attraction and hosting of events have been established with all the benefits coming with it.  

 

With the Formula 1 Grand Prix and the Australian Open tennis on its calendar, the city hosts two of 

the major events of the Southern Hemisphere, ensuring that the image of the city is continuously 

displayed worldwide. Following the success of Melbourne, cities all over Australia have attempted to 

compete for world class events, and event management “has emerged to become a key sector of the 

Australian tourism industry” (Arcodia & Barker, 2003, p. 2). The drawback of the momentary fast 

growth of the event industry is that it was not organic,  but rather erratic and “has produced a 
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climate that is confusing, lacking in credibility as compared to other professions, and perhaps 

detrimental to its future long term health” (Goldblatt, 2000, p. 2). Nevertheless, the economic 

benefits of hosting events make them worth taking a chance on, even though globalisation has made 

the staging of global events more competitive than ever. An example of this would be the bid for the 

2016 Olympic Games, won by Rio de Janeiro. 

 

Baum and Lockstone (2007) have noted that “interest in all aspects of the politics, financing, 

planning, management and operation of mega sporting events has been highlighted both by success 

stories and ongoing problems associated with Olympic Games, Football World Cups and other similar 

events. There is a growing literature that addresses these and related matters through both case 

history and comparative analyses” (p. 29). There is also an increase literature about the impacts of 

events on cities, communities and countries (Hiller, 1995; Jones, 2001; Kim & Petrick, 2005; Lee, Lee, 

& Lee, 2005). The Soccer World Cup in South Korea, in particular, was researched a lot, but the 

research provided “little that is definitive to guide policy makers and politicians along a path of 

certainty in their decision making in this area” (Baum & Lockstone, 2007, p. 30). This statement 

indicates that there is a lack of decision making guidance for policy makers and politicians when 

deciding on the realization and support of an event. To support the decision makers and to get 

political support from them, it can be argued that a framework of best practices for event 

management could be of value. The framework would guide the event team and make the outcome 

of any event more predictable.  

 

In the current economic climate in particular, money for events is limited and clients are reducing 

funding to events and demanding more securities for the events they are planning with regards to 

the outcome for the companies. Until the early 2000’s research focused on economic evaluations 

after the event  (Clarke, 2004), since was necessary to find indicators to measure performance 

against before research could, in the next step, find indicators to use to evaluate the event prior to 

its execution. 

 

In 2008, Loos, Hermes and Thomas highlighted the importance of evaluations during the planning of 

events to achieve sustainability. They voiced for the introduction of risk management and controlling 

within all stages of the event; a clear indicator that there is no framework at the moment. 

 

Goldblatt (2000) asks for a pilot project to be introduced for a three year period to test the viability 

of different processes and reach a framework of best practices. This study will not fulfil his request 
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to the full extent; however, the next section will attempt to come up with a framework of best 

practices based on Goldblatt’s recommendations in his book: Best Practices in Modern Event 

Management (1997) and test the framework against current practices in New Zealand. 

 

So far we have concluded that, at this stage, that there is no agreed theoretical framework to guide 

the management of large-scale special events and consequently a framework has not been tested 

until today. To answer the third and fourth sub-questions it is necessary to create a framework of 

best practices of event management. Given the scarcity of referenced journal articles on this subject, 

the literature foundations for this venture are necessarily focused on books written about the topic, 

and here it is clearly possible to note the distinction between those written by practitioners and 

those written by academics. Practitioners tend to focus on the design, planning and coordination of 

the event rather than the theories that underpin its management – for example, Tum, Norton and 

Wright (2006) have a clear emphasis on the importance of time, risk, and supply chain management, 

while Goldblatt (1997) focuses on the design and creation of an overall event environment. 

 

2.3.3 A Matrix of Best Practices  

 

An extensive literature review has identified various options to create a framework. The most 

appropriate option was found in Goldblatt’s (1997) Special Events: Best practices in Modern Event 

Management where Goldblatt identified four essential pillars of event management which he 

defined as time, finance, technology and human resources. These pillars can be combined with the 

slightly modified five principle roles of management in business as identified in Henri Fayol’s 

Administration industrielle et generale as planning, organizing, leading co-ordinating and controlling 

(Olum, 2004). For the purpose of the research the five management processes of research, design, 

plan, co-ordinate and evaluate will be used to create a 5x4 matrix (Arcodia & Robb, 2000; 

Bartholomew, 2002; Hinch & Higham, 2001; Tum et al., 2006). 

 

Combining the management processes and the pillars the following matrix emerges: 
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Table 6: 5x4 Matrix of Best Practices in Event Management 

 Research Design Planning Coordination Evaluation 

Time      

Finance      

Technology      

Human 

Resources 

     

 

The combination of Goldblatt’s (1997) pillars and the five management processes created a 5x4 

matrix that will was used to build a framework of best practices in event management. The 

framework was enriched and improved through an extensive literature review about best practices 

in various elements of events. The result is a synopsis of the available knowledge of best practices in 

event management presented in a framework of best practices for the first time ever. 

 

As everything that is created for the first time, the framework has its limitations as there is no 

international consensus on best practices and it can only be used as a foundation to start with. Other 

researchers are invited to expand, improve and comment on it. With the large variety of events it is 

understood that the framework cannot be too narrow, as it would limit the creativity of 

practitioners, neither can it be too broad, as the value of the framework would be limited. The 

framework attempts to link depth and breadth of the topic. 

 

Before the framework can be filled with the synopsis of the available literature on best practices, it is 

essential to define the four pillars and five management processes that build the structure of the 

5x4matrix to ensure a common base of understanding.  

 

Research 

Most special events start with an idea. Someone wants to create an event and has a vague idea what 

it could or should be like. Research is the first step to make this idea come true, as it is the search for 

knowledge about the matter at hand and the starting point for all progress. With a deeper 

understanding of the past and the current possibilities we can influence and change the future.  

With a better understanding of the customers and clients needs and wants and the feasibility of 

these needs and wants, the event manager has a higher chance of achieving the imagined outcome 

for the event. Research will reduce the risk of not achieving the goals of an event.  
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The value of research into expectations, needs and desires has been highlighted by various sources, 

such as PR professionals and marketing experts. Governments go through extensive feasibility 

analysis before spending any money on products and events. After a first broad research into the 

idea and its feasibility a project plan is created to give the decision makers a broad idea about the 

feasibility of an event and a base for supplementary research. It identifies target groups, sets 

measurable goals (strategic, operative and economic), identifies marketing strategies and stets the 

structure of the event planning team. 

 

Design 

After researching the ‘hard’ fact about an event, design focuses on the creative aspects of an event. 

Design has to be approached differently than research, as it is not static or predictable. Design is the 

creative process that makes the event different from other events that have gone before; it gives the 

event its uniqueness and therefore requires a lot of inspiration and ideas coming from various 

sources. It is very important for the event manager to support and highlight the importance of ideas 

coming in from their team. At this stage brainstorming is a very important tool for bringing ideas 

together to create an outstanding event. 

 

It is important to be clear about the core reason for the event, and make this the centre point 

around which the discussion revolves. It is also important to create a suitable environment for staff 

to work creatively, as different individuals often require different approaches to help stimulate 

ideas. A great deal of experience is required to facilitate successful design meetings with staff 

members. Once these creative meetings have been held it is important to give structure to the ideas 

and to compare them with the actual goals and requirements of the event. 

 

An approach to needs assessment, according to Goldblatt (1997, p. 43): 

 

Why?  >What is the compelling reason for the event? 

>Why must this event be held? 

 

Who? >Who will benefit from the event? 

>Who will the client want to attend? 

 

When? >When will the event be held? 

>Is the date and time flexible or subject to change? 
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Where?>What is the best destination, location and venue? 

 

What? >What elements and resources are required to satisfy the needs identified above? 

 

Next to the needs the feasibility of every item has to be checked with regards to finance, human 

resources and political influences. Depending on the event at hand this can be quite different to 

other events before as you might rely on volunteer work, expertise, or special people. How to 

determine the strengths and weaknesses of the people involved is quite an important task as well. 

They need to function together efficiently. 

 

With the lack of a framework for event management politics has taken over the responsibility to set 

minimum standards for event professionals. In some nations those standards are quite strict; in 

other nations the standards are loose and bendable. It is important to approach the right people to 

get the permits and decisions needed to go ahead with the project. 

 

Planning 

The planning process is the stage where the quality of the work of the two previous stages becomes 

palpable. In this stage the requirements from the previous stages will be concretized and customized 

to the client’s wishes. With good in depth research and an appropriate design the planning can focus 

on getting the pieces together. The planning stage can be disastrous because in unveils the mistakes 

from the previous stages and forces the event manager to rethink his research and design. 

 

Depending on the input from the previous stages and the requirements for the event the team will 

be put together.  Team building lessons from project management can be integrated when it comes 

to big events. Especially mega events will divide the event in smaller projects to be realized by 

teams. After installing the teams focus can be given to the conceptual options for the event. 

 

There are two main phases involved in this stage: Time & Space 

 

Time refers to the time the event manager has until the event is scheduled to happen. In most cases 

the date of the event is set and the event manager has to get the event together by then, still, there 

are times when the event manager can influence the timings to better fit the occasion, weather, 

schedule, ... In both occasions the timing influences the costs of getting an event together. 
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Time also refers to the time the event manager has available. When he is working on other events 

that might be influenced negatively due to time issues the event manager has to evaluate if it is 

worth taking on the job. Considering how much time the team has put into the research and design 

of the event has to be balanced with the professional quality the event manager wants to display. 

 

According to Goldblatt (1997) space has two dimensions: The space where the event will be held and 

the space between critical decisions for the event. Especially the second dimension is closely linked 

to the timings for the event. 

With regards to the venue for the event there are several considerations that should be made before 

booking the location, such as parking, decoration, atmosphere and others. Atmosphere can be of 

immense importance as it saves a lot of time when the location does not need a lot of set up time. 

Loos, Hermes and Thomas (2008) suggest a three-dimensional presentation of the prospected 

venues to get a better understanding of the aspired result for the event manager and for the client. 

Goldblatt advises to “use a critical friend – a person whose expertise about the particular event is 

known to you – to review your plan and specifically search for gaps in your logical thinking” 

(Goldblatt, 1997, p. 55) . Appendix 1 shows a checklist of considerations when inspecting a possible 

location. 

 

Coordination 

This stage is the part where the actual event happens. It is the ultimate test of the quality of work 

done in the previous stages combined with the nature of unpredictability that comes with every 

event. All the preparations and the planning of the staff will be tested and emphasis will be on short-

term problem solving to keep a smooth running of the event. 

The coordination stage starts with the dress rehearsal as the last test of the pre event set up and 

planning. Often the dress rehearsal gives the event manager the opportunity to test his set up and it 

will identify several challenges that have not been thought of. 

 

There is one main issue the event manager has to consider before the event and stick to it 

throughout the event: the staffing. Especially big events will not allow the event manager to 

overview every detail himself. He needs to dichotomise tasks and delegate responsibilities to the 

most appropriate individuals and trust in his choice. 

 

Evaluation is the task that can be of enormous value for future events. It is a dynamic process that 

changes with the event and the stakeholders involved. Some events might just require a short 
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debrief while others require an in-depth analysis with a sophisticated outlook of future influencing 

factors. A good evaluation always starts with feedback of the attendees, since a survey is mostly 

used form of analysis. Another good way of getting an idea of the satisfaction of guests is the usage 

of an observer, a person who observes an event with regards to a checklist and offers additional 

comments. 

 

A relatively new, but highly efficient way of evaluating an event is the pre- and post event survey. It 

shows the discrepancies between the expectations before the event with the actual delivering of the 

event. It helps to close gaps that might have gone unnoticed otherwise. 

Goldblatt (1997) also advices to seek feedback during  the event and stay close to the guests. This 

will enable the event manager to get an immediate feeling for the satisfaction of the guests and 

might enable the event manager to influence the outcome of the event. 

 

2.3.4 The Four Pillar Approach 

 

After defining the management processes for the 5x4 matrix of best practices, this section defines 

the four pillars time, finance, technology and human resources and analyses the best practices 

within each of the pillars. To achieve the goal of a comprehensive summary a large spectrum of 

literature has been analysed and compared with regards to best practices.  

At the end of this section the reader should have a profound overview about the current literature 

of best practices in event management. 

To simplify the understanding, the best practices have been categorized within the 5x4 matrix as 

introduced in the last section.  
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Table 7: The Four Pillar Approach 

 

(Goldblatt, 1997, p. 12) 

 

Time is the most pressing issues when organizing events. Without a good timing events could never 

run as smooth as most of them do. 

 

The first pillar of event management is ‘time’ with the two categories value of time and critical path.  

 

Value of time 

Time is one of the most scare resources of humankind, once invested it is gone. The field of event 

management is very time consuming and therefore time is a very important consideration. The 

event manager needs to assess the value of his time and charge it to the event. For example The 

EDGE®, an Auckland based convention centre, has an event number for every event and staff 

members are asked to add the event number on their time sheets. Knowing about time is important 

because it helps analysing the actual costs of an event and it gives staff a limit on the time needed 

for the planning of an event. 

 

Goldblatt (1997) has identified several best practices for event time management. Next to the 

importance of knowing the worth of time an event manager needs to limit time wasting activities 

and get a database of contacts to refer to instantly. 
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The worth of time allows charging every event with the amount of hours put in and it enables the 

event manager to limit the time put into time wasting activities. The following suggestions were 

made: 

 

 Budget the time depending on personal priorities (work, meetings, family,...) 

 Determine the worth of your time (place small signs next to the phone and computer) 

 Prepare a daily to do list (move unfinished activities to the next day) 

 Determine the importance of meetings (cancel them if they are not important) 

 Assess if you are the right person to receive phone calls 

 Handle e-mails only once 

 Organize a written agenda for every business meeting (Good to prepare for the meetings 

and o get the key points) 

 Create a database including a calendar and detailed information about meeting partners to 

check on them before every meeting. 

 Entrust capable assistants with tasks whenever possible. 

 

Critical path is a term taken over from project management. The critical path connects the tasks 

included in an event and shows how these tasks are related and how long the project will take if all 

dependent tasks could be undertaken after each other. It then depicts the earliest and latest 

possible starting time for each task with regards to the dependencies and shows when activities will 

have to start without influencing the earliest possible finish time. 

 

Finance is the issue that has to be kept in mind. There are several reasons why events are happening, 

but nearly none of them has an unlimited budget to spend without any income. 

 

The second pillar is ‘finance’ with the aspects overall costs of business, sponsorship and marketing & 

promotion. 

 

Overall costs of business 

There are several ways to organize an event but in every case there has to be an organization or a 

company behind who the event manager works for. In most cases the event manager works for his 

own company and signs a contract with a client, company or institution to organize an event. In 

some cases the event manager works for the organization and realizes the events for the company. 

Goldblatt (1997) identifies five best practices for the financial success of the company: 
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 Set realistic short- and long –term financial goals 

 Seek professional counsel 

 Identify and use efficient technology 

 Systematically review financial health 

 Control overhead costs (p. 16) 

 

The above identified five best practices are necessary to continuously create great events. They are 

the backbone of a successful company and ensure that the employees continuously get their money 

and can focus at the task at hand. Experiencing financial problems is connected with a high level of 

stress and can lead to the deterioration of a business (Gorgievski, Bakker, Schaufeli, van der Veen, & 

Giesen, 2009).  

 

Sponsorship can be a very important for the success of an event. All major events around the world 

have sponsors, companies who support the event in exchange for public exposure. Sponsorship 

makes an event financially feasible and ensures the quality standards of events. In the research 

process it requires a lot of time to analyse the needs and requirements of the event and find 

appropriate sponsors. Therefore it is most common to have sponsors for big events where the work 

involved justifies the estimated benefits of a sponsor. In the research part the following checklist has 

to be considered: 

 

 Is the event feasible without a sponsor? 

 Is there enough backup for a sponsor? 

 Does sponsorship fit to the event? 

 Does sponsorship fit to the organization (spirit, legal, ethical)? (Goldblatt, 1997, p. 251) 

 

If the outcome of the research indicates the necessity of a sponsor the second step would be to 

identify appropriate sponsors and work with them towards the realization of the event. Applied to 

the five processes of event management this means: 

 

Research: 

 Examine the extend of required sponsorship 

 Research sponsor activities at other events 

 Analyse the local market to find prospectus sponsors 
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 Contact advertising and PR companies to identify possible interest 

 

Design: 

 Conduct a focus group to scout attitudes toward the event. 

 Customize the event to reflect sponsor’s needs and objectives. 

 

Planning: 

 Qualify the sponsors through profound research 

 Apply sponsor’s action pan 

 Reconsider sponsor’s changes and additions 

 Implement the changes and update sponsor 

 

Coordination 

 Ensure visibility of sponsor 

 Evaluation 

 

After the event it is essential to meet with sponsor to evaluate the success of the event and assess 

further projects (Goldblatt, 1997). 

 

Marketing & Promotion 

The modern age has made the marketing and promotion for an event even harder, as people are 

exposed to an ever increasing number of publicity through an increasing mix of channels. A study 

conducted by Gitelson and Kerstetter (Gitelson & Kerstetter, 2000 in Smith, 2008) emphasizes the 

potential complexity of promotions for events.  The findings indicated that local people would use 

the newspaper as source of information while nonlocal people would refer to local friends and 

relatives for information. For both groups previous experience was the main source of information. 

Surprisingly Smith (2008) concluded that for most promotions past experience was more important 

than effectiveness of the channels. Research was only conducted past the event with the limited 

amount of information available from ticketing agents and event manager’s observations. 

“Promotional channels such as radio, television, newspapers, magazines, posters and banners, were 

all significant in raising awareness of the event, but not highly rated as the most important source of 

information. Internet was not highly used despite all the events having a dedicated website and the 

three ticketed events having online booking available through their ticketing agent. Media sources 

tended to be supplementary information sources” (Smith, 2008, p. 30) 
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In his conclusion he highlights the importance of understanding the information sources used by 

attendees and the way they make their decisions. For example, “access to attractions by public 

transport and on foot is of greater importance to overseas visitors at urban destinations than access 

by private car” (Thompson & Schofield, 2002, p. 41). 

 

Ralston, Ellis, Compton & Lee (2007) emphasize the importance of word of mouth as the most 

trusted and most efficient way of marketing any city, agency or event. Most industries have the 

advantage that they can market their products in relation to other products, because people know 

similar products to compare them with. Events are different. Every event is unique and therefore it 

is hard to compare events with previous or other events. The tendency to create bigger and better 

events every time increases the difficulty of comparison. 

 

Even mega events require a promotional strategy to ensure that all events and ideas connected to 

the event will be successful. The FIFA soccer world cup in Germany 2006 was highly successful 

because the organizers introduced and professionally managed large public viewing areas in nearly 

every German city. Media people broadcasted from the best parties around the country and 

enhance the atmosphere around the event. The public viewing concept was also highly profitable 

and inspiring.  

 

The information mix for events has been heavily researched and the two main distinctions are free 

access events and ticketed events. For free events the distribution of information is highly important. 

Ticketed events require far more work than only providing information, they also have to deal with 

reservations and payment issues. These factors “influence the structure, operation, and effectiveness 

of event distribution channels” (Smith, 2008, p. 35). Goldberg (1997)has created a checklist for 

promotions to ensure that a high quality event will not be the best kept secret in the world:  

 

Research 

 “Identify all event elements that require promotion from the proposal through the final 

evaluation 

 

Design 

 Develop strategies for allocating scarce event promotion resources with efficient methods 
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Planning 

 Identify promotion partners to share costs 

 Carefully target your promotion to those market segments that will support the event 

 

Evaluation (throughout the event) 

 Measure and analyze your promotion efforts throughout the campaign to make corrections 

as required” (Goldblatt, 1997, p. 231) 

 

Technology is the single most important issue when creating an event. Modern technologies allow 

us to communicate with people around the world, get information and do the research necessary to 

evaluate the chances of an event. 

 

The third pillar is ‘technology’ with the sub categories overall code of conduct, entertainment, 

communication, benchmarking and location. 

 

Overall code of conduct 

The Greek origin tells us that technology is the study of the craft. There are many crafts in the World 

and therefore technology is a broad concept, but it can be applied to the specific area of event 

management.  

 

First, and most importantly, technology can be used within the event company to accelerate 

processes and efficiently enter data such as financial spreadsheets, customer information and latest 

requests. It also enables a company to charge expenses straight to an event instead of creating a 

large amount of overhead costs. 

 

Goldblatt (1997) identified several best practices for event management technology that are 

independent of the event processes: 

 

 Spot the technology needs within your company 

 Evaluate and acquire appropriate technology 

 Establish technology in collaboration with your employees 

 Periodically investigate requirements for professional work and adjust new technology 
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Entertainment 

Entertainment is a part of every event. People come to events to divert themselves from their daily 

life and expect amusement and attractions to get out of their routine and experience something 

new. Entertainment is the most common purpose of events, and recreation, that is, being active as 

part of the diversion, might be included in some events. 

 

Entertainment becomes a priority during design process, as the event team has to determine how 

they want to achieve the goal of the client and what kind of entertainment they will provide. As 

there are a variety of events the resources have to be analysed first: 

 

Research 

 Investigate the history of the event and determine the size of the live audience. 

 Determine the importance of entertainment and technology for the goal of the event 

 

Design 

 Consult the stakeholders to ascertain their tastes and analyse the audience with regards to 

education, age, cultural background, learning style, previous experience and likings and 

identify appropriate entertainment 

 Inspect the venue to see how your entertainment could be realized and whether available 

onsite resources will be sufficient 

 Change perspectives and imagine the event as a guest. Evaluate how the guest would 

experience the entertainment and if your resources are enough to bewitch every guest 

(Goldblatt, 1997), because “any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from 

magic” (Arthur C. Clark in Schneiderhahn, 2002, p. 1) 

 

The process of planning the entertainment is relatively straightforward once the design has been 

finished. For the interested reader appendix 2 will depict how to effectively manage the 

entertainment after the design has been completed and give the overview of the technical terms 

within entertainment.   

 

Communication 

There are several recipients of communication and an effective and efficient communication 

strategy is essential for the success of an event.  
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During the research process the target audience has to be distinguished and the needs of that 

market segment have to be analyzed; in particular, the most common information channel used by 

the target audience must be determined. Smith (2008) highlights the importance of information 

sources for any event. Uncertainty obstructs people from going to an event and the basic event 

information needs to be conveniently available. A properly managed communication strategy is 

important for building customer loyalty and ensuring continuing success. 

 

Virtual communities are a frequently used source of information and have great potential to reach a 

large group of people, but the use of these communities should be based on the traditional PR 

model, where an official statement is released first and people can refer to it all the time (Beaven & 

Laws, 2008). This ensures clarity from the beginning. 

 

With the growth of an events company the distribution of event information is becoming more 

significant and manifold at the same time. One way of managing and developing relationships with 

potential visitors is through membership databases. For smaller companies friend groups or 

information from ticket agents are vital sources means of disseminating information. 

 

Smith (2008) emphasized the importance of on-the-day information sources. He looked at the 

Wellington Dragon Boat Festival and discovered that about 20% of spectators learned about the 

event by passing by which led him to the assumption that other information sources were not used. 

 

Shanka and Taylor (2004) conducted correspondence analysis to investigate the information sources 

of festival visitors. The analysis discovered that there is a discrepancy of information used between 

local residents and non-residents as non residents would prefer road signs and newspapers ad while 

locals rely on word-of mouth advertisement. 

 

An investigation into the information sources preferred by specific age groups noted that the visitors 

in the 18-24 age bracket rely more on word of mouth advertisement, the 25-35 age bracket relies 

more on websites, and the over 55 age bracket uses the local newspaper to acquire information. 

 

This research was carried out in Western Australia and it should be noted that the findings within 

the 18-24 age bracket might not be a true representation as most 18-24 year old festival visitors in 

Western Australia are overseas backpackers who gather together to exchange information about 

places and events to go (Shanka & Taylor, 2004). 
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Table 8: A Comparison of Findings 

(Smith, 2008, p. 34) 
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Benchmarking 

EventsCrop WA, an organisation in Western Australia charged with developing, managing, and 

assessing significance of local events in Western Australia, is currently working to develop a uniform 

tool to objectively and systematically measure the various impacts of events. Currently each event 

company uses a different methodology and formula to describe the outcome of the event and 

therefore it is difficult for event organisers to compare apples to oranges as they attempt to 

benchmark their event operations and outcomes against each other’s (Goldblatt, 2000). 

 

The location of an event is the single most important consideration at the beginning of the 

preparations of an event. The wrong location can cause all kinds of trouble and adjustments and can 

force the event manager to react, rather than act, on the issues that have to be dealt with. 

 

During the research process possible locations are identified and discussed. It is not until the design 

process that the event manager knows most of the details and can conduct a site inspection with the 

event in mind. In his book Best Practices in Modern Event Management (1997), Goldblatt dedicates 

more than four pages to a checklist regarding the site inspection alone. This checklist is attached in 

appendix 1. 

 

A positive aspect of having a checklist is that it can be handed over to staff members in case the 

event manager is not available for the inspection or the location is not in the vicinity where the 

event manager is based. The site inspection requires imagination and insight as it is an opportunity 

to analyse how the needs of clients and patrons can be met. 

 

The planning stage requires what Goldblatt calls a ‘sensory audit and plan’. This plan accommodates 

the five senses – tactile, smell, taste, visual and auditory – to powerfully satiate the needs of the 

guests. It is crucial for the event manager to get the client creatively and emotionally involved in the 

planning of the event. Goldblatt (Goldblatt, 1997, p. 64) suggests the following steps: 

 

 “Use a focus group to determine the primary sensory stimuli of your guests. 

 Identify any oversensitivity or even allergies your guests may have that could be irritated by 

certain sensory elements. 

 Use a draft diagram of the event environment to identify and isolate the location of certain 

sensory experiences. 

 Share the design tool with typical guests and solicit their attitudes and opinions. 
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 Audit the venue to determine the pre-existing sensory environment and what modifications 

you will be required to implement.” 

 

The next step in the planning process is the decor of the event. Most events hire a professional 

company to take care of decoration; nevertheless, the event manager needs adjust the decor to the 

purpose of the event and the sensory audit. Attachment 3 offers the interested reader a checklist for 

decor.  

 

After the event the location will be evaluated and possible improvements will be noted for the next 

event. 

 

Human resources are the base of an event, because without people no one would come to 

organized events. And it is also the people behind the scene that are creating the events, event 

managers, technicians, sponsors, supporters, volunteers... They all contribute to make events 

happening. 

The fourth pillar of event management is ‘human resources’; the sub-categories of human resources 

are management, staff, volunteers and customer relationship management (CRM). 

 

Management 

As shown at the event management section of the literature review, the term ‘management’ refers 

to the tasks of planning, organizing, leading and controlling a group of people to achieve a desired 

outcome. In terms of event management that outcome may vary from event to event, but the 

management of the event organization needs to establish clear goals for its employees, and know 

and pursue the competitive advantage of the company. 

 

Competitive advantage is an advantage over competitors gained by offering consumers greater 

value, either by means of lower prices or by providing greater benefits and services that justify 

higher prices. The event environment is traditionally very competitive and prices have been lowered 

in recent years, but event managers are well known for their creativity and therefore most 

companies compete by providing greater benefits to their clients. While some companies compete 

in the organisation of events, other companies specialise in niches within the event industry such as 

the operation of incentive holiday.  
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One strategy to gain a competitive advantage involves the selection of criteria the clients consider 

when hiring an event company and evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of the event company. 

This step should also include the opinion and perception of current customers. The results need to 

be compared to competitors who are working in the same field of events to gauge the real 

competitive advantage of the company.  With this information at hand, the managers can come up 

with a differentiation strategy has the potential and the backbone to put the event company ahead 

of its competition. 

 

The next step to keep the competitive advantage is the implementation of ground rules for the 

employees of the company to ensure the differentiation strategy is applied in the marketplace and 

customers can experience the talk of the management. After a few months it is necessary to review 

the strategy and give feedback to the employees. While this process sounds similar to the processes 

of an event it is different as it affects the entire company.  

 

With consideration to the differentiation strategy, Goldblatt (1997) mentions best practices for 

decision making within event companies. The considerations can not only be used for the 

implementation of a differentiation strategy, but also for the preparations of an event: 

 

 Attain all the information from as many perspectives as possible 

 Think about all people who will be affected by the decision and how they will be affected 

 Evaluate the ethical implications of the decision 

 Gauge the financial changes of the decision 

 Once the decision is made there are no more considerations 

 

Another source of information on the topic of ‘management’ can be event management 

associations. Part of their strategic agenda includes the development of mission statements. Arcodia 

and Reid (2002) explored the mission statements and revealed a strong tendency towards 

“education promotion, networking, communication, ethical standards and professionalism” (p. 71). 

 

Staff 

The famous American football coach Lou Holtz once said: “It’s not my job to motivate players. They 

bring extraordinary motivation to our program. It’s my job not to de-motivate them.” 
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The connection between an American football team and the staff of an event company might not be 

clear at the first glance, but several surveys of attitudes to employment within the event and 

convention industry showed that there is an above average level of commitment from the people 

working within the industry. McCabe (2001) found that “there was evidence of a high commitment 

to employment within the industry, with the career chosen in the field of convention and exhibition 

management seen positively as being the best possible career choice that they could have made” (p. 

498). 

 

As mentioned above the field of event management guarantees different tasks and challenges every 

event. Practitioners have to deal with different customers and, as depicted in the management 

section, the company competes on a quality/differentiation strategy all the time. People who work 

for one of the big event companies generally work within an interesting and inspiring team that 

achieves high standards and creates new ideas to meet client expectation in the process. Event 

managers are forced to be creative and the best they can be. Consequently, it is of no surprise that 

people within the industry are exceptionally pleased by their career choice in comparison with their 

peer group (Mc Cabe, 2001). 

 

Goldblatt (1997) also mentions the importance of lifelong learning, and suggests that every 

successful event company needs to continuously support his employees to aspire a high level of 

competence and strive to achieve this level. From a company view he suggests: 

 

 Enhance continuous learning within the company and budget resources to it 

 Financially and emotionally support employee learning and training 

 Offer a study group towards certifications 

 Build a ring of education where every employee gets a certain reading time and has to share 

the information with the people of his team 

 Attend ad send employees to conferences and exhibitions and to collect new ideas and 

teach other staff members 

 

 

Volunteers are the single most overlooked workers within the event industry. The fact that 

volunteers usually only work at mega events is partly responsible for the fact that barely any 

research is conducted on the subject of volunteers and their motivations. 
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Nowadays the success of events depends on the fulfilment of various expectations. Events “must 

also embrace a plethora of other requirements...” (Mc Donald, Allen, & O'Toole, 1999, p. 39), and for 

mega events the throng of volunteers are the face of the event. In most cases they are the first 

contact point for most visitors, spectators, media and other stakeholders. They create a first 

impression people for attendees of the event. 

 

The motivation and satisfaction of volunteers at mega sport events has been somewhat  researched 

in the past, but their economic value as been seriously overlooked (Baum & Lockstone, 2007). 

Volunteers not only save event organizations large amounts of money, they also create enormous 

value for the event. 

 

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) 

The contract to deliver an event is the first milestone an event company has to achieve, but 

customer relationship management starts long before the actual signing of a contract. After 

identifying a potential client the event manager undertakes a certain amount of research to get a 

better understanding of the event and the requirements of the potential client. The findings will be 

presented to the client. Goldblatt (1997) introduced a five step plan to effectively present pre-event 

research findings to a client which can be distilled into four steps: 

 

 Determine your audience and customize the presentation to their personal communication 

learning style (Goldblatt, 1997, p. 36) 

 Illustrate how the research has been done and the implications, opportunities and the 

limitations of the research 

 Highlight how the event company can be essential  in achieving the key strategic goals 

 Invite questions and create collaboration 

 

Once the research part has been successfully completed, the event manager will usually focus on the 

planning of the event rather than convincing the client. During the design process, in particular, a 

transformation has to take place - from a business transaction to relationship management, where 

the event manager works together with the client to plan the event according to the plans and 

imaginings of the client. This requires a good sense of the needs, wishes and desires of the client, 

combined with enough imagination to create an event that fulfils all requirements. 
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Guests are the audience and the reason why events happen. Without guests there would not be any 

events, event industry or event managers. Every event has a different kind of audience and the 

special need of the audience of the event at hand have to be taken into account. Special needs 

might include VIPs, people with disabilities, special nutrition requirements, etc. During the research 

period the likely audience has to be verified and their special needs have to be identified to 

successfully bid for the event.  

 

In the design part the event manager needs to work closely with the client to decide how to meet 

the expectations and the special needs of the guests and how to implement the clients’ ideas about 

the design of the event. 

 

The planning phase will provide conclusions about the actual people attending the event and 

necessary alterations may have to be made. An appropriate welcome for VIP guests must be in place 

and well-trained personnel for the check-in have to be organized. In the co-ordination stage the 

event manager receives the first feedback revealing the quality of his or her planning and can react 

to complaints if necessary.  

It is advisory to hand out feedback forms for the guests to be filled in at the end of every event to 

enhance the evaluation of an event and to propose alternating activities for the next event. 

 

Ralston et al describe the outcome of a perfectly planned event with the following quote: “When 

[visitors say] “I didn’t know there were such beautiful and interesting places!” what they are really 

saying is that they did not know that they had within them such capacity for the realization of beauty 

and significance. They fall in love with the national parks, not for the spectacular features within 

them, but for the essence of them. They do not say this in self-conscious words, but they feel it” 

(Ralston et al., 2007, p. 28). 

 

Catering and other suppliers 

Most event companies do not cater for events; they are more likely to organize an outside catering 

company for an event. Some locations might have their in house catering or pre arranged catering 

companies and the event manager do not need to select the caterer. 

 

At the design part the site inspection should still include to check out the catering possibilities and 

specifications. Depending on the event the following requirements might be necessary: 
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 Full service set up with 24/7 room service 

 Licence requirements 

 Diversity of food selection and stylish presentation 

 

The relationship between the event manager and the caterer/vendor should be built on trust and 

mutual respect and therefore it is good practice to learn about the suppliers and to know how 

significant your event is to them. Other best practices include: 

 

 Determine how attractive it is for the supplier to do business with your client, e.g. is there 

potential for a long term relationship 

 Learn about the standards and the sophistication of operations of the supplier 

 Get familiarized with the payment options you have and talk to other clients of the supplier 

to compare their terms with yours (Goldblatt, 1997). 

 

Further information about the best practices for the logistics for effective catered events can be 

found in appendix 4. Goldblatt(1997) provides a 10-point checklist for preparing catering proposals. 

 

Table 9: Catering Checklist 

 

(Goldblatt, 1997, p. 168) 
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2.3.5 The Synopsis of Best Practices in Event Management into a 5x4 Matrix 

 

This section summarized the findings of the review of a large spectrum of literature about event 

management. The literature has been reviewed with regards to best practices in event management 

and the information of all relevant articles has been added to the 5x4 matrix of best practices of 

event management. At this stage it is the first collection of literature about best practices put into a 

raw framework.  

 

This framework is envisaged to be a starting point for discussions and a basis for the evaluation of 

small scale events within New Zealand.  It is hoped that the framework has the potential to be used 

in practice once it is refined and improved. 

 

No literature proved to cover more than one or two topics as most literature focused on different 

components of events. A large spectrum of literature had to be scrutinized with regards to the 

matrix. The following table depicts the best practices that have been identified during the literature 

review. It is intended to give the reader a quick overview of the topics that have been identified.  

 

The matrix does not claim to be perfect or complete. It is rather a starting point for discussions and 

shall invite people to contribute. 

 

Table 10: The Framework of Best Practices in Event Management 

 Research Design Planning Coordination Evaluation 

Time 

                     Value of time 

                     Critical Path 

     

Finance 

                     Overall costs of business 

                     Sponsorship 

                     Promotion & 

                     Marketing 

     

Technology 

                     Overall code of conduct 

                     Entertainment 

                     Communication 

                     Benchmarking 

                     Location 
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Human Resources 

                     Management 

                     Staff 

                     Volunteers 

                     CRM 

                     Catering & other 

                     Suppliers 

     

 

Later on in this thesis the framework is tested for the first time.  

2.4 Shortcomings and Aspirations  

 

Up to now the literature review has summarized the short history of event management and has 

introduced a 5x4 matrix of best practices in event management filled it with best practices derived 

from a large spectrum of literature. The matrix attempts to give the reader an overview of the 

existent research which proved to be a task in itself, because “to determine the current state of 

research within the events field is not necessarily an easy task. Even though the area is still largely 

‘virgin territory’ from a research perspective there is still, both globally and in an Australian context, 

a not insubstantial number of reports/articles/thesis etc dealing with events” (Harris et al., 2000, p. 

24). 

 

The confusing structure of the existing knowledge let Getz (1998) to  looked into the management 

processes of events. He concluded that, compared to other industries, the field of events is not 

assessable as the processes are just evolving and have not reached the stage of clear terms for 

evaluating the management practices. Even now, more than ten years later, this conclusion has not 

lost its validity. Goldblatt (2000) argued that the fast growth of the industry is to blame for the 

climate of confusion and the growth did not slow down until the financial crisis recently. Still, special 

events have evolved to the point where their number, scale and variety, combined with their 

associated economic, social and cultural impacts, demand attention from researchers (Harris et al., 

2000, p. 22).  

The confusing structure has led event managers to rely more on their expertise than on their 

training, which is the “most dangerous and expensive form of learning” (Graham, Goldblatt, & Delpy, 

1995, p.26 in Nelson, 2004).  
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One possible way of handling the confusing structure is the introduction of a recognized event 

management body of knowledge which would fulfil one of Goldblatt’s (1997) three expectations on 

a profession. Major constraints with the introduction of a body of knowledge have been identified 

by Silvers, Bowdin, O’Toole & Nelson  (2006). They  state that “the lack of data, research and the 

recognition of common processes are major constraints to forming an event management body of 

knowledge” (p. 17). Other publications concur with that statement (Getz, 1998, 2000a; W. J. O'Toole 

& Mikolaitis, 2002).  

 

There are several indicators that the lack of credibility that has not been gained in the past will now 

effect the industry negatively and only experienced companies with a background of proven 

expertise will get projects, while new companies will diminish. 

As a result the current conditions could be a perfect time to develop a framework for international 

event management, to introduce measurable standards that set a path towards establishing event 

management as a true profession. The framework would have to be broad enough to include the 

large variety of event genres, but still be lean enough to work with. Such standards would enable 

and enhance research in the field right from the beginning and throughout the project, rather than 

focusing only on the output of events, as it is today.  

 

In many industries, the introduction of a framework and accreditation systems has led to quality 

improvements and increasing professionalism (Royal & Jago, 1998). The current environment puts 

clients under monetary pressure and therefore they demand more sophistication and higher quality. 

Standards in the events industry are rising, but the fulfilment of those expectations is left to chance 

so far.  

This thesis can be seen as a first step towards an official framework. While the last sections 

structured the available literature about event management in a new way, the next sections depict 

the possibilities and shortcomings of the 5x4 matrix when applied on a small-size event. The 

advantages include: 

 For educators: A foundation for course composition and curriculum evolution which leads to 

international comparability of education and expertise (Silvers et al., 2006). 

 For employers: To compare education and expertise of employees and to work with 

universities to equip young professionals with the skill set required in the field. 

 For industry professionals: A starting point for professional progress and comparability with 

other event managers (Silvers et al., 2006). 
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3. Methodology 

3.1 Philosophical Foundations of Research 

 

It is commonly understood that the nature of the specific research question will have a significant 

influence over the methodological approach adopted and the data collection methods used in the 

research field work. Thus, though the literature review and the subsequent creation of a draft 

framework of best practice will inevitably set the path for the researcher, and it is important that the 

researcher remains focused on investigating the topics raised through the framework, it is equally 

important to ensure that this does not result in a limited creativity and a possibility of being blind to 

new ideas (Collis & Hussey, 2003). In order to address this possibility, this section begins by 

considering the options open to the researcher in terms of research paradigm adopted, and 

continues on to describe the methods used to assemble the data necessary for subsequent analysis. 

 

3.1.1 Qualitative research  

 

Qualitative research, as a component of the phenomenological paradigm, aims to “describe certain 

aspects of phenomena, with a view to explaining the subject of study” (Cormack, 1991, p. 29). 

Qualitative research uses small samples and tries to identify the empirical world of the subject 

investigated (Duffy, 1987). In contrast to quantitative research, qualitative research accepts that the 

“act of investigating reality has an effect on that reality” (Collis & Hussey, 2003, p. 53), therefore the 

interrelationship between investigator and the investigated subject is not only part of the research, 

but also intentional. Qualitative research focuses on the causes behind outcomes rather than the 

measurement of outcomes, and uses the researcher as a key point within the research. The 

researcher is not afraid of influencing the results, but in contrast will consciously bring his own 

particular knowledge and experience.  

 

The importance of data collection method selection has been described by a range of researchers 

(Bell, 1969; Cassell, Bishop, Symon, Johnson, & Buehring, 2009; DeWalt & DeWalt, 2002; Haug & 

Teune, 2008; Kawulich, 2005; Marshall & Rossman, 1989; Merriam, 1998; Participant observation in 

logistics research: Experiences from an RFID implementation study," 2007; Šindlárová, 1999; Turner, 

2009), and ethnography has been used as an umbrella term for qualitative methods of data 

collection within anthropological and sociological studies. The word ethnography is derived from the 
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Greek words ‘ethos’ = folk, people and the word ‘graphein’ = writing and the methodology is used to 

describe research into human societies. As a result, this methodological approach is able to 

“encompass interpersonal, social and cultural context” (Hara, 1995, p. 353) and is capable of 

including individual dimensions that reveal a deeper insight into human behaviour and its 

implications. In this respect, Kawulich (2005) includes the techniques of participant observation and 

interview as components of ethnography, taking the view that humans are best understood by 

gathering as much information as possible while they are within their native environment.  

 

3.1.2 Participant observation 

 

One very common approach is direct, first-hand observation, which includes the technique of 

participant observation. This method has long been a hallmark in anthropology and sociology, and 

has now spread to other fields of social science such as education, logistics and geography. 

Participant observation has been a commonly used “tool to collect information about people, 

processes, and cultures in qualitative research” (Kawulich, 2005, p. 1), and requires that the 

researcher immerses into a community and uses the five senses to interpret and portray existing 

situations and events. The method has been defined by Marshall & Rossman (1989) as “the 

systematic description of events, behaviours, and artefacts in the social setting chosen for study” (p. 

79), and requires the researcher to gain admittance and access to the population of interest, in order 

to observe and take notes about everything that is noteworthy. 

 

Bell (1969) was one of the earlier thinkers in the field of participant observation, and tried to 

formalize this method of data collection  by providing a framework to depict the various roles a 

researcher could take with regards to the procedures and ethical considerations that were relevant 

to the situation being investigated. Bell categorized social systems, such as institutions and 

organizations, by their ease of access and their ‘openness’, and combined these data with a 

researcher choice of working overtly or covertly to generate four possible combinations:  

 

 Overt entry into an open system 

 Overt entry into a closed system 

 Covert entry into an open system 

 Covert entry into a closed system 
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For Bell, these distinctions were important, as “overt entry into an open system involves publicity, 

into a closed system sponsorship; covert entry into an open system involves stealth, into a closed 

system guile” (Bell, 1969, p. 417).  

 

Since Bell’s research in 1969, the importance of participant research as a source of information has 

been repeatedly highlighted (Haug & Teune, 2008; Participant observation in logistics research: 

Experiences from an RFID implementation study," 2007; Tope, Chamberlain, Crowley, & Hodson, 

2005). For example, in a discussion held at the Harvard Business School in 1983, the importance of 

observation in education was discussed and most participants admitted that the data they used in 

the classrooms were derived from personal experience in organizations – these educators confessed 

that they trust their own practical experience more than scientific journals, for experimental and 

survey research seemed to lack an understanding of the organizational realities (Schein, 1987, in 

Poggenpoel, Myburgh, & Van Der Linde, 2001). Similarly, the article Tools for Creating and 

Measuring Value ("Tools for Creating and Measuring Value," 2007) examined the richness of the 

information gained through this method to conclude that it would be difficult to gather as many 

significant details with any other method; while Tope et al (2005) examined the yield in 

ethnographic research to conclude that participant research extracts more detailed information of 

behaviours and group dynamics than any other method. 

 

DeMunck & Sobo (1998) depict several further benefits of using participant observation, noting that 

it gives access to otherwise hidden cultural dynamics and allows for detailed observations of 

behaviour, intention and situations of participants. Participant observation also allows the 

researcher to get an understanding of the processes and dynamics that exist at a deeper level than 

the more obvious ones - DeWalt and DeWalt (DeWalt and DeWalt, 2002 in Kawulich, 2005) identify 

the advanced quality of data collection and interpretation as a clearly positive aspect of the method, 

noting that this can be used as a base to develop and further refine the research question; and 

Darling (1998) notes that the method is effective in enhancing the understanding of the 

circumstances of social life and its meaning to participants in those social situations: 

 

“Both field practice and service-learning programs report common benefits that include personal 

growth and greater awareness and appreciation of diversity and other aspects of social life, 

development of practical and interpersonal skills, career awareness and academic focus and critical 

thinking skills, including the ability to apply academic concepts to an understanding of real world 

situations” (Darling, 1998, pp. 341, 342). 
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The success of this method does however also depend on the researchers’ “capabilities to cultivate 

their relationship within the unit and the maintenance of their professional approach and 

detachment” (Šindlárová, 1999, p. 33), for an important aspect that limits the reliability of 

participant observation is the level of access to information. As mentioned above, the researcher has 

a choice as to how deep he chooses to become involved in the study group, and this highlights the 

important issue of identification and participation as a difficult choice, involving as it does the 

researcher being required to also perform within the group (Kolaja, 1956). Participants’ feelings of 

being observed can themselves alternate their behaviour, notwithstanding the behaviour alterations 

that can occur when the researcher chooses to get fully involved into the researched situation. As a 

result, the observations made are always reflective of the researcher’s individual interests and 

sources of information, and may neglect some aspects of situational culture. 

 

DeWalt & DeWalt (DeWalt & DeWalt, 2002, in Kawulich, 2005) argue that this level of access and 

participation can vary according to differing characteristics of the relationship between people and 

settings, and conclude that the researcher is a biased human who needs to be aware of the affects 

of “gender, sexuality, ethnicity, class, and theoretical approach” (DeWalt & DeWalt, 2002, in 

Kawulich, 2005, p. 5) on the analysis and interpretation of his observations. Thus, the collection of 

data and the analysis of data constantly influence each other, putting high expectations on the 

individual to adjust the methodology to the field of research.  

 

In summary, participant observation is a qualitative research method in which the researcher aims 

to see the world through the eyes of the subject (Riley, Newby, & Leal-Almeraz, 2006), in order to 

get a better idea about the work that they do, to share their experiences, and to observe the skills 

they need to develop to perform their task. It is inductive research, as the researcher tries to identify 

and understand what he is observing, rather than the deductive approach of attempting to validate 

a preconceived idea through hypothesis testing. This inductive approach also recognises the 

pragmatic consideration that life changes constantly, and that the researcher therefore must 

participate in the life of the researched person in order to observe these changes and their 

outcomes. 
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3.1.3 Semi-structured interviews 

 

Šindlárová (1999) writes that participant observation is usually a very time-consuming process and is 

therefore often combined with other research methods such as interviews. While participant 

observation is usually conducted by a researcher getting involved with an event, interviews can be 

used as complimentary form of research to get a better understanding of the concepts the people 

have about their work and “the complex discursive activities through which respondents produce 

meaning” (Hollstein & Gubrium, 1995, p.80 in Hiller & DiLuzio, 2004, p. 6) . 

 

For the purpose of this research, semi structured interviews were conducted. Compared to 

formalized, structured interviews with limited questions, semi structured interviews are flexible and 

allow researchers to add and alternate questions within a pre-prepared framework. Lindlof & Taylor 

(2002) advice the “grouping of topics and questions that the interviewer can ask in different ways for 

different participants” (p. 195). This advice has been employed for the interviews of this research.  

 

The literature on interviewing focuses on improving the yield of data collection from participants 

and encourages the researcher to be trustworthy and attentive to the thoughts, opinions and 

perspectives of the interviewee (Hiller & DiLuzio, 2004). “In-depth interviewing is distinguished as a 

method that allows the researcher to explore the deeper structure of ideas presented by the 

participants. Two primary objectives of in-depth interviewing are exploration and verification” 

(Johnson, 2002 in Stylianou, 2008, p. 242). In recent years, the traditional model of what is meant by 

an interview has been transformed and adopted to constructivism, an approach which highlights the 

mutuality of the interview process as a “meaning making experience” (Hiller & DiLuzio, 2004, p. 2) 

that creates knowledge through collaboration. This would lead to the conclusion that the 

individuality of the researcher influences the way the data is collected and interpreted and, 

consequently, this method of data collection would experience a drop in validity.  

 

In this respect, Kolaja ( 1956) compared interviewing with participant observation to suggest that, in 

both cases, the researcher was acting, playing a part in order to extract the maximum value of 

information from the interviewee. However, the main differentiating characteristic of interviewing, 

compared to participant observation, was that the interviewer gets told about an event indirectly, 

after the actual event has occurred, and is therefore receiving a version of reality that the 

interviewee has processed and possibly elaborated upon. Thus, the selection of interviewees 

becomes important - Hiller and DiLuzio (2004) argue that the interview offers an opportunity to 
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discuss and reflect on various topics with persons who have a certain amount of knowledge of the 

relevant field, but that certain traits in certain people may predispose participants to make this more 

or less likely to be an active and participative process. It is an undeniable fact that not all interviews 

are created equal. 

 

3.1.4 Attendee surveys 

 

However, just as determining the strengths and weaknesses of a person can only be done through 

comparison with other people, the strengths and the weaknesses of qualitative research can only be 

discussed by comparing this research method with the quantitative alternative. 

 

Quantitative research, as a component of the positivist paradigm, is an “objective, formal, systematic 

process” (Carr, 1994, p. 716) which uses numerical data in order to gauge phenomena. Quantitative 

research is concerned with the causes and effects of relationships, and is undertaken by a researcher 

who takes on the role of an observer of an “independent and pre-existing reality” (Collis & Hussey, 

2003, p. 52). This form of research builds upon existing knowledge and tries to explain enunciated 

hypotheses by using large samples as representative of a larger population. The researcher is 

believed to remain distant, and isolated from the research process, and to use their objective views 

to explain the causes of phenomena with little regard to their own individual state. 

 

Surveys are generally used to get responses from a small part of a community to be used as 

representative of the entire community. As opposed to qualitative research methods, surveys do not 

need an interaction between researcher and researched person, therefore one advantage of a 

survey is represented by the efficiency of gathering a large number of responses in a short time. The 

standardisation of the survey instrument limits possible errors, and ensures that only relevant 

questions will be asked, while results can be interpreted with due regard to the potential for 

replicating them with alternative members of the same or a similar community (Borrego, Douglas, & 

Amelink, 2009). 

 

However, there are disadvantages. Survey-based research may not encompass the emotions and the 

perceptions of people at the moment when they fill out the survey, for the answers they give may be 

influenced by the situation and may not reflect the general attitude of respondents (Hiller & DiLuzio, 

2004). 
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In addition, individual characteristics, such as level of honesty and source of motivation, can 

significantly influences the responses received – for example, the typical motivation to reply to a 

survey might also influence the outcome of the survey, as the opinions of people who choose to 

reply may be materially different to the opinions of those who do not. 

 

3.1.5 Mixed method approaches 

 

Merriam (1998) raises questions about the concerns a researcher should have about his involvement 

and influence in the situation being researched, and names the situation a “schizophrenic activity” (p. 

103) because the researcher needs to ask himself how he accounts for the effects of his own 

participation when evaluating the data. When the researcher may need to get fully involved in the 

action to completely understand the activity, an essential conflict arises – a fully involved researcher 

may lack objectivity but get access to all relevant information, whereas a researcher acting as a 

detached observer might be as objective as possible, but lack the in-depth experience necessary to 

fully comprehend the results of research. 

 

With these considerations in mind it is understandable that, for the research at hand, several data 

collection methods have been chosen in an effort to achieve the best possible insights while being 

objective enough to describe the happenings in a manner that will offer reasonably high validity to 

inform other similar research projects. Kelle (2006) states that this type of mixed-method research is 

a methodology in social science that is widely spread despite ongoing ‘paradigm wars’. The 

sequential use of qualitative then quantitative approaches to research is well accepted within the 

social sciences research community, with qualitative methods initially used to identify major topics 

through interviews and observations; and to create theoretical frameworks and hypotheses that can 

then be tested with quantitative research methods. Quantitative methods are consequently used to 

test the frameworks and hypothesise with a larger sample, in order to more effectively describe 

social phenomena.  

 

Though the specific research question should be the ultimate raison d'être for the choice of method 

(Borrego et al., 2009; Poggenpoel et al., 2001), the use of two parallel approaches increases the 

transferability of principles derived from qualitative research with small sample sizes into 

quantitative research with larger samples. While the qualitative research has the potential to reveal 

local insights, the quantitative methods can be used to test the meanings and relevance of the 
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insights. In the current research described in this thesis, much of the data collection was based on 

qualitative methods that are subject to individual interpretation, and overall objectivity might not 

therefore be demonstrable (Kelle, 2006). Acknowledging therefore that the qualitative benefits of 

high validity and powerful insights into a particular situation come with the drawback of low 

reliability, it becomes doubly important to select the appropriate research procedures, the 

appropriate sample, and the most effective interpretation of results. In the following section, this 

process begins with the identification of a suitable event on which to base the investigation. 

 

3.2 Event Selection 

 

The first step in selecting an event that would be appropriate to use as an investigative framework 

for this research was to identify those events that were to take place in the Auckland region at a 

time that was coincident with the temporary residence visa and already established study 

responsibilities of the researcher (an international student without rights of permanent residence in 

New Zealand). This in itself led to a review of what events were to take place in Auckland in 

November 2009, on the basis that planning for these events was likely to occupy most of calendar 

year 2009.  

 

To get a comprehensive overview of all events that would take place in Auckland several sources 

were contacted. First of all, lecturers who are teaching event management or related subjects were 

asked. Secondly, the book Corporate Events Guide was a useful source of contacts within the event 

industry throughout New Zealand, and Auckland especially. Other sources were people at The 

Edge®, event managers known to the author, events companies within Auckland and the tourism 

Auckland website.  

 

After this step, the list with events that would take place in Auckland was enormous and so was 

there variety. The spectrum was between large corporate events such as the ballet and the opera to 

small dinner and cocktail parties. The researcher made a list of the features and the accessibility of 

each event that promised to be of value with regards to the research.  

 

Necessary features of the event selected for study had been incorporated into the research question 

as “a small-scale local event in New Zealand” that would allow the researcher to test a framework of 
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best practice, to investigate the type of small event challenges that are not present in large-scale 

events, and to assess what management skills and behaviours are particularly important in small 

scale event management. Bearing these characteristics in mind, five events were left as potential 

candidates, and selection of the final event was undertaken under the guidance of three further 

evaluative criteria: 

 

 Ease of access in relation to Bell’s (1969) categorisation of social systems. This is important 

for the researcher, as it enables him to obtain data in a form and depth sufficient to address 

the central research question.  

 Extent to which the event was community based and reflected typical small scale New 

Zealand events.  

 Proximity to the researcher’s residence and place of study, in order that extensive 

participation could be undertaken without compromising the researcher’s other study 

commitments. 

 

Following this process, it was possible to identify two events that had been originated by institutions 

that were willing to offer a good level of access to the researcher, and to allow him to gain more in-

depth data than the remaining three options. Both of these events were annually recurring, but 

while one event had a very high level of repeating content, the other much more closely reflected 

the type of event managed by New Zealand event managers, and this was therefore the event finally 

selected. 

 

As mentioned in an earlier section, small-scale events are conventionally subdivided into the three 

categories of business events, cultural events and sporting events. The event studied in this research 

was a cultural event, an exhibition of work prepared throughout the year by a number of different 

artists with limited show experience. This exhibition was organised by a large institution, to support 

these artists in their desire to show their work to the public and, as is common in New Zealand, was 

organised by a fairly small committee of people with different interests and areas of expertise – in 

the case of the event finally selected, major representation was secured from the marketing 

department of the sponsoring institution, representatives of the exhibiting artists, and a number of 

support people such as venue designers and IT specialists. It is not uncommon for events in New 

Zealand to include such a range of people, and to therefore need to secure agreement and 

collaboration from several stakeholders before any planning can begin. 
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The timeline of the event, between initial planning and eventual operation, was approximately 6 

months, and the event has had moderate significance for the people attending and for the local 

community. It commenced with a major opening function on a Wednesday evening, and remained 

open to the public for a further three days after the opening. It was themed around the showcase of 

creativity, and displayed the artwork generated by the creative members during their last year of 

residence at the institution. It was mounted on behalf of a target audience that could be divided into 

three segments: 

 

 Segment 1: Design sector industry representatives, potential employers, media 

 Segment 2: Family and friends of the exhibitors 

 Segment 3: Individuals who aspire to future participation as exhibitors 

 

Based on previous years’ statistics, the anticipated attendance was around 3000 people, though data 

on past attendees and their demographics was largely unavailable. This event ultimately proved to 

be a good choice, as it allowed the researcher to gain a great deal of in-depth data from analysis of 

various perspectives of the event. The methods used to gather that data are discussed in the 

following section. 

 

3.3 Data Collection Methods 

 

Lichterman (Lichtermann, 2002 in Haug & Teune, 2008) distinguishes between two approaches to 

research design and data collection : a deductive ‘theory-based’ model which seeks to function 

within an established theoretical framework, and an inductive ‘field driven’ model which bases itself 

on terra incognita. The research described in this thesis takes a theory based approach, presenting a 

potential framework of theory and testing that framework in the field of event management. The 

sections below describe the process of field testing. 

 

3.3.1 Interviews 

Interviews are a commonly used method of data collection within the field of ethnography, and can 

manifest in several ways from casual small talk to extended formal interviews. The basis used for the 

present research was that of semi-structured interviews, designed to allow a directed discussion of 
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the topic of interest to elicit the interviewee’s ideas and opinions (Cheney, Christensen, Zorn, & 

Ganesh, 2004). Semi-structured interviews were conducted at the beginning of the planning process 

with the overall event manager, two supporting event co-ordinators, and an experienced event 

manager who had no direct connection with this particular event. Because past research indicates 

that people are not always aware of their own individual strengths and weaknesses (Rath & Conchie, 

2009), this cross-section of opinion was selected in order to secure multiple strands of opinion.  

 

The guidelines for these pre-event interviews were based on elements that had emerged from the 

literature review as desirable elements of best practice, and the researcher aimed to get the required 

level of information from the interviewee, even if it were necessary to return to topics in which the 

necessary information was not readily  given. Most questions had been pre-arranged beforehand and 

can be reviewed in appendix five, but these were supplemented by the addition of impulsive 

questions included when appropriate and deemed necessary to get more information on a specific 

topic. Due to the level of interaction during interviews, each occasion evolved differently, with the 

initially planned 30 minutes of pre-event interviews and 15 minutes of post-event interviews being 

exceeded in almost every case.  

 

It had initially been planned to carry out post-event interviews with the same respondents, using the 

same guidelines, in order to check individual perceptions of how things had actually turned out 

when compared to how it was planned they should turn out. As such, the post-event interviews were 

more concerned with the personal perception of the interviewees with regards to their work at the 

event, compared to their anticipated work at the event. However, due to staff changes that had taken 

place during the lead-up to the event, only two such post-event interviews took place. All interviews 

were audio recorded on tape and transcribed for later analysis. 

 

3.3.2 Participant observation 

 

The researcher’s personal participation in the event management process allowed him to be fully 

involved in the planning of this event, and to be able to fully understand the steps and actions 

undertaken by the event managers, the process of making decisions, and the skills necessary to 

ensure effective event management. In this respect, the researcher was initially able to select from 

four levels of involvement as proposed by Gold (1958): 
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 Complete participant 

 Participant as observer (member of the group) 

 Observer as participant (not a member of the group) 

 Complete observer 

 

In this case the researcher was involved in the planning of the event from the outset through to the 

event post-mortem evaluation, and it can therefore be claimed that a complete participation would 

best describe the situation. This particular observation was conducted according to the three basic 

stages suggested by Kawulich (2005), and included as Appendix 6 to this thesis, in order to absorb 

the subtle factors, such as nonverbal communication and physical clues, that occur during 

interactions: 

 

 Watching the physical environment 

 Recording the activities and interactions that occur  

 Observing the conversation  

 

The process of information gathering during the preparation for this event followed the above 

stages. Before each meeting, the researcher met with the event co-ordinator to discuss the topics 

for the meeting. Thus, while observation at the first meeting was primarily concerned with the 

physical environment to get a better understanding of the setting, subsequent meetings were used 

to gain a better understanding of the content of conversations and the subtle factors that lay behind 

them.  

 

All activities and interactions at each of the meetings were recorded as the meeting took place, and 

a journal diary technique (Ross, Rideout, & Carson, 1994) was used to compile both descriptive and 

analytical observations of each step of the event management process. Each step along the way was 

subsequently analysed in depth and compared with previously identified theory, though some of the 

these comparisons were less straightforward than others - some steps taken in the small-scale event 

were not present in theory, and at small events the event manager is required to take responsibility 

for some tasks that the mega event manager would ordinarily delegate to others. 
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3.3.3 Attendee surveys 

 

The idea of data triangulation was introduced into research by Denzin (Denzin, 1978 in Borrego et 

al., 2009) to describe the collection of data through the use of different and complementary 

methods and data sources to get a better understanding of the topic at hand. In this instance, a 

random sample of 10% of event attendees was asked to complete a tick-box survey that measured 

their degree of satisfaction with event organisation and management. These processes were 

designed to generate a deeper insight into the world of the event manager, and to focus on the 

comparison between the practical event and the theoretical framework. 

 

Surveys are an important and frequently used research method that resides within the quantitative 

paradigm, and are widespread in both political polling and social sciences. In this particular case, the 

survey contained six different questions, four of which were closed with fixed alternative answers, 

and two of which were left open in an attempt to gain more detailed knowledge. The survey was 

completed by a request for respondent contact details and an invitation to enter a prize draw. The 

nature of questions may be summarised as: 

 

 How did you find out about this event? 

 What is the main reason you have attended? 

 What is your level of satisfaction with event content i.e. exhibits and performances 

  What is your level of satisfaction with   ... 

- Availability of parking 

- Formal opening ceremony 

- Friendliness of staff 

- Overall organization of the event 

 What additional features would be good to add to the event? 

 Any further comments? 

 

In this study, the aim was a response rate of 10% of all attendees with the assumption that this 

would be adequate to provide a representative body of data. The survey was presented to attendees 

through a self-administration model via public-access computers set up at the main and the main 

back entrance of the building where the exhibition was held. Large signs announcing the possibility 

of winning $50 Westfield vouchers were put up to attract people to participate in the survey.  
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3.4 Research Ethics Considerations 

 

A principal consideration in any research study is the need to conduct the research in an ethical way, 

by letting the involved people know that they are being researched and what the purpose of the 

research is. This of course does not apply in some cases of participant observation, as there are 

occasions when covert observations might be necessary, but this approach to data collection is 

seldom used and was not used on this occasion. 

 

This research was conducted by the researcher adopting the role of “participant as observer”, and 

this is considered to be the most ethically defensible of the four possible stances mentioned earlier. 

As Kawulich (2005, p.7) has observed “the researcher's observation activities are known to the group 

being studied, yet the emphasis for the researcher is on collecting data, rather than participating in 

the activity being observed” (Kawulich, 2005, p. 7). 

 

Nevertheless, there are still some important ethical considerations to take into account. First of all, 

though he attempted to limit his participation to a process of offering additional contributions to the 

decision process, the researcher was part of the group organizing the event and was able to bring in 

advice and considerations. He became involved, during the planning process, in several aspects of 

the marketing of the event, attempting to take over tasks that were not familiar to other people and 

would not have been feasible without his involvement; and he also became involve on a front-line 

basis in the delivery of the event itself. This level of involvement allowed the researcher to obtain in-

depth insights into the quality and thoroughness of the planning process beforehand, and to 

additionally observe the decision making behaviours of the event manager as the event unfolded on 

the day. 

 

The research project required all participants to give their consent and their participation was totally 

voluntary. Personal information about all of the interviewees and the details of the interviews are 

held to be strictly confidential, with data gathered in the interviews being secured on a personal 

password-protected computer. Only the supervisors and the researcher have access to these data, 

and anonymity of participants with regards to their comments and attitudes will be preserved. All 

interview files will be destroyed in three years time. In addition, it is imperative to keep the integrity 

and anonymity of the participants in the final version of the research. This includes the identification 

of the individuals and the institution that has been researched, to a degree that even the people 

within the relevant community will not recognize the identity of participants. 
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3.5 Limitations of the research 

 

While writing this thesis the researcher had to create a framework of best practices of event 

management to answer the overall research question. While this was an interesting task, it had to be 

done within a limited time period and it cannot be assumed that all of the literature has been 

reviewed and all best practices are included. Additionally, this was the first time the framework has 

been tested and several potential improvements to the framework have been detected during this 

process – with no alternative framework in place to compare with, it is essential to supplement the 

ideas presented here with supplementary feedback from researchers and small-scale local event 

managers working with the framework. This could improve the framework substantially, but will be 

significantly dependent on an essential impairment that has hindered the development of the 

discipline to date – the difficulty in getting event practitioners to contribute to the theoretical 

literature. 
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4. Findings 

 

The event that provided a case study setting for this research was an exhibition presented as a joint 

venture between several departments of a design and visual art school. Each department was 

required to organise a specific section of the exhibition, depending on its students’ expertise and, 

though these departments worked in a highly sovereign way, the overall planning responsibility for 

the event was held by a broadly representative event management committee.  

 

This committee consisted of one member from of each of the departments involved, and several 

members taken from the institution’s marketing department – the marketing account manager who 

is responsible for the overall marketing of the departments concerned was a driving force for this 

committee, in the role of event co-ordinator. Other key members were the event manager whose 

full time role is related to the operational management of institutions’ events held throughout the 

year, the IT service manager who is responsible for the online presence of the institution, the graphic 

designers who are employed by the marketing department of the institution, and the sponsorship 

co-ordinator who had a specific interest in the merchandise associated with the event.  

 

As mentioned in the earlier methodology section, three different ways of gathering data were used 

in this project – (before and after) interviews, participant observation, and an attendee satisfaction 

survey. For the ease of presenting relevant information, this findings section is split according to the 

research methods used. Firstly, the findings of the interviews are presented, followed by the 

researcher’s experience of participant observation, and finally the results of the attendee survey.  

 

4.1 Interviews 

 

The results of a series of semi-structured interviews are presented to give the reader a 

comprehensive insight into the processes and practices intended for use, and actually used, in the 

design and implementation of this event. The question outline used to guide these interviews was 

structured around the three main themes of event strategy, event manager skills, and personal 

experience with the management of past events, and aimed to guide the discussion through the five 

identified stages of the event management process – research, design, planning, co-ordination, and 
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evaluation. Though it was initially proposed to interview only the event manager (now referred to as 

EM), one event co-ordinator (EC1), and an external event management professional unconnected 

with this particular event (EP), an additional event co-ordinator (EC2) was included in the process 

when it was discovered that the first choice co-ordinator would be leaving the management team 

part way through the process, due to a happy personal circumstance! 

 

4.1.1 The research stage  

 

The professional view of this stage, according to EP, is that a great deal of research needs to be done 

prior to events, as most of these have no history and are happening for the first time. EP’s company 

has a marketing strategy that it uses to keep track of potential clients and to educate the market 

with regards to business events for, as EP noted, some did not know that there was such a thing as a 

business events industry. Thus, after an initial meeting with the client, event requirements are 

assessed with a specific focus on the proposed outcome of the event, where possible taking account 

of past experiences with previous versions of the event - “we can ask questions about what worked 

and what didn’t work.”  

 

The research element of the subject event does seem to have been rather different, with EM 

immediately admitting that “we don’t research too much... I wonder if we have more potential there. 

I wonder if we should put more effort into that.” EM observed that the original version of the event 

involved only one department, but two other departments subsequently thought about becoming 

involved as they liked the concept and the potential for exposure. Initially, the “main audience were 

industry and employers, combined with friends and family”, though the institution also tried to get 

children excited about the exhibition “there were posters done for schools in previous years.” After 

the first year, the theme changed to a celebration of the students of the institution and not a lot 

more research has been done since that time.  

 

Indeed, according to EC1, most of the research for this event had been done before the first of its 

annual presentations, and since then it appears to have evolved rather than having been 

deliberately planned - “the institution was looking to get more brand exposure in the market in the 

first place. There was an existing event within one of the departments and the people responsible 

thought about creating a bigger event around it including more departments.”  Now in its 5th year, 

the event is still seen as “a platform to show the quality of work, to support our students”, and to get 
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more exposure in the marketplace while trying to “piggyback on their [the students’] success as a 

product the institution is offering.” EC2 noted that the ability to bring in people to experience the 

quality of work produced by the students is also potentially useful as a means to “get industries to 

come along and to promote” the institution, and to therefore raise brand exposure.  

 

Yet, though there has been some research within the institution, and all members seem to have a 

clear idea about the purpose of the event, little research appears to have been done outside of the 

institution. Indeed, EC1 admitted that “we haven’t really talked to the industry on what they want to 

get out of it. The first two years we tried to include industry and we hired someone to create a big 

industry database, including all industry people who had some connection with the institution. We 

tried various ways to attract them but they seem to like to come incognito, to fit in with the rest. A 

lot of the industry members are former members of our institute.”  

 

4.1.2 The design stage 

 

EP clearly believes that innovative and creative design is a key to a successful event, for his company 

has only a small number of clients who “want the same event over and over again.” Most other 

clients require a different event with the same outcome, and EP argues that events must necessarily 

be ‘different’ in order to keep the people excited. However, when a few years ago this might be 

merely a matter of “different location or different speakers”, his contemporary clients are far more 

budget conscious and insistent on a better outcome. “In the past, they had a party because they 

wanted a party. Today people want real outcomes.”  

 

For EC1, the design stage is best seen as the creative process of getting the big picture of an event 

together, while the approach used towards the design of the event “depends on who is leading the 

design side of it. They come up with a few proposed directions and give it to the committee and they 

agree or disagree on the topic and it processes from there on”. Believing that it is important to keep 

the ‘why’ of an event in mind at the design stage, the event co-ordinator creates “a brief which really 

just covers the audience we are aiming for, the core info we want to convey and I guess we revisit the 

idea of celebrating the success of our students, with an underlying thing we want to convey... we 

bring it to the first meeting to check if we are on the same page.”  
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However, this can on occasion become complicated by the influence of the students, for the event 

co-ordinator needs to work closely with the design studio to ensure that the eventual design is such 

that all the “information then comes back together to the committee and decisions are made within 

that committee, it’s really a group decision.” However, “the design studio usually does its own 

brainstorming to come up with some possible directions on how to implement the success of the 

students at the school of design. Sometimes it took quite a long time...  a couple of years ago they 

came up with 10 ideas before we agreed on a theme – so it was quite a long process. Last year we 

used some of these ideas and threw a couple of other ideas in and we presented 3 themes to the 

committee and they agreed on one”.  

 

The design process this year “started quite visually and we layered the theme on top of that”, and 

this is a process that seems to have worked well. EC2 commented “I haven’t really noticed any major 

challenges which I thought there might be in terms of design, because of the designers in the group, 

but they have been quite easy to get on with. Challenges would have been mainly the budget and 

some density of work and how to look at different ways of promotion or trying to get money to do 

certain things because you have the production rushed.” Indeed, especially in the design and 

planning stages of the event, the budget was not surprisingly a major concern that was resolved in a 

circumstance where the event co-ordinator “found some money from other areas which hasn’t been 

used by other activities and .... some extra from the main marketing budget. But that’s probably the 

struggle really in terms of challenges.” 

 

4.1.3 The planning stage 

 

According to EP, the planning stage is the one at which objectives are translated into operational 

guidelines, and he notes that the key to a successful event is quite simply “planning, planning, 

planning and planning”. Given that this event is well established in the institution’s annual calendar, 

the basis for specific event planning in this instance lay with the experiences of past years. In this 

respect EC1 noted that a clear pattern was evident, following on from its original introduction to 

celebrate the success of the students and to showcase their work to a broad audience. “In the first 

two years we had a reasonably good budget that helped to get the wider exposure, in the last two 

years the budget was reduced quite significantly. We definitely do not get the same cut through but 

we seem to attract nearly the same numbers.”  
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EM commented that the design stage of the process usually concentrates on how to transfer the 

celebration theme to the potential audience, and that it therefore functions as a basic foundation 

for a planning stage in which this theoretical design is translated into a practical project plan. So is 

there any form of formally defined framework to guide event planning? According to EP, such an 

idea is an impossible dream, for “most events are very different .... what we tend to find is that for 

individual clients they tend to work with internal frameworks and follow them. For big conferences, 

the milestones are set by the components – closing of early registration, registration, sponsorship”. 

Thus, EP believes that a common operating model for all events will be difficult to establish, but he 

did acknowledge that a framework of best practice, adjusted to the individual client’s wants and 

needs, might be a possibility. 

 

Indeed, in the current case, there was little or no sign of a formal guiding framework, though EM 

claimed to be working within a loose framework for the planning of the opening night -  “I am quite 

logical and I take a simplistic approach to it. I mean it’s just a who, what, where, when and how...” – 

while acknowledging that “sometimes that can seem quite vague in one sense.” This is a position 

that EC1 readily agreed with, suggesting that “the event manager has a framework for the planning 

of the night, but not for the event itself.” In addition, EC1 noted that her own planning 

responsibilities included “the studio and the graphic side of things, and then I have the committee 

(the head of department from each of those disciplines). They look after their own work for their 

group and produce or assimilate that information down .... whereas I am more of the coordinator of 

the promotion around the event and getting that happening.” Thus, though there is no over-riding 

framework for the planning of the event, the committee leaders are in charge of the various 

departments and they are “working out the themes that were relevant to those areas. This year for 

example they were talking about releasing the creativity which is the theme for this year.”  

 

Similarly, in a parallel project the event manager was planning at that time, it appeared as if this 

absence of framework was potentially quite damaging; “I’m not sure what it is, I’m not sure how 

much money we’ve got, I’m not sure how many people we can have involved.  You know, lots of stuff 

ups and maybes. That always seems a bit harder and takes a bit more time... seems a bit more 

intangible.” In this other event, for example, there is a challenge in getting to the audience they are 

attempting to reach, because many of the students are on holidays during the proposed time of the 

event. As such, there is an issue with the exhibition in terms of getting the necessary information to 

all the students of the departments – one department in particular that has lost a staff member with 

considerable past experience of managing information flow during the planning stages of the event. 
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Most other topics that come up during the planning stage are based on past years’ experience, for 

example security. “We had a lot more security last year. I think it was better and they did a fabulous 

job with the crowd management plan. So we are sticking with that same security plan this year. The 

difficulty is the building that we hold it in; there are so many nooks and crannies and ways to get in 

that building. Unless we have security guards in every single room 24/7 we are never going to solve 

that problem.” One thief went as far as to “switch the fire alarms on so the building was evacuated 

to steal work.”  

 

4.1.4 The co-ordination stage 

 

The approach of the event manager towards events is setting milestones and deadlines for them, 

and then working through each of these milestones and deadlines as they occur. For EC1, this is a 

relatively ad hoc process: “A lot of it would be in my head. The committee would probably be my 

checkpoint. At each meeting we would have an agenda of things we would have to discuss and 

following the meeting I send out the actions that have to be done and then we follow up on the 

things at the next meeting.“ While the event co-ordinator is responsible for the overall event, every 

department would have their own deadlines to ensure that the students are on track. But unless “it 

has an impact on the entire event the department will have to deal with it by themselves.” 

 

At this stage in the interviews, respondents then discussed the range of skills and abilities that would 

turn out to be useful during the management process, with EM being quite clear that these revolved 

around the maintenance of logic, discipline and pragmatism. EM had significant previous experience 

in the travel industry, where there is a similar mind set of “it’s what happens next, what happens 

next...” Thus, EM’s advice is to stay calm during an event, because “things happen, but who else 

noticed, who else knows? Just keep that in mind.” On a good day, EM is seeking new ideas by talking 

to people, thinking outside of the square to come up with new ways of doing things: “That might be 

a kind of quirky way that we can promote it or something that we can do for our audience. Because 

events are usually getting boring after a while.”  

 

For EC1, no formal training has been provided for her role as the key decision maker in overseeing 

the operation of the event - “the project came to me as part of my role as marketing account 

manager.” However, the marketing account manager role did prove useful in terms of more 

effective planning and decision making. “I am always involved in some kind of planning, discussing, 
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coordinating for events included in my role. It will involve liaising with departments, and externally, 

depending on goals.” On a good day, EC1 would plan and progress an idea or plan, and achieve 

success in getting the people from different departments excited about these. A bad day would be 

when “I have to tell someone a bad message”, conveying a message people do not want to hear, or 

that someone’s new idea does not fit into the institutional brand profile. EC1 handles this lack of 

event training by getting advice from various people, and believes it is a good idea to “use the 

expertise of people around you” and to “make sure you have a good project team.” 

 

Though this was the first time that EC2 had been associated with this particular event, she had 

initially studied Marketing and Management, and become involved with the planning of an event 

that way. “I found this nicer job 2 years later, and was obviously quite happy to get into the event 

field. All marketing roles have always been quite forward, which always ties into an event of some 

description, so I was always organising – whether it was a quiet function or a board room lunch or a 

seminar on something.” Thus, she has been “doing events probably for the last 8 years, mostly 

London and Melbourne. Most of them have been in the corporate sector, so very high end clients. 

They have been run really well, but always obviously they come into some sort of problems.” For EC2, 

the lessons from those events are manifold, but the main one is “to listen to your own advice” as 

sometimes you find yourself working with clients who have no event experience – as such, they 

might have an idea that is not going to work out, but they still push it forward.  

 

Another issue for EC2 is the problem of doing the same event over and over again, and eventually 

losing the interest of the public. Just because people think that something went well in the past does 

not mean that we have to stick with it. EC2 believes that this could be avoided by coming up “with 

new ideas of how to run the event” which is what she wants to do with this exhibition. “I wanted to 

try something different with the food and as we said before with signage and inside we could do 

something new.” But we have to get consent within the committee first! As such, her final piece of 

advice was to “get an understanding of the different parts of the industry that you’re in, know who 

are involved with it and know what we can bring to the event .... creating stronger relationships with 

the different people involved so it will all work out and you can go back to them.”  

 

4.1.5 The evaluation stage  

 

As was the case with EM, EP has a significant past experience in the tourism and travel industry. For 

him, five years into a new job is still very exciting and “there haven’t been two days the same.” 
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However, his post-event evaluations always start with the question of whether the client’s goals 

have been met. “Is the client happy and did we achieve what the client wanted to achieve.” But even 

here, there is no standardised framework to evaluate events. For associations and other non-profits, 

there is always a possibility to “send out evaluation forms to all attendees”, but corporate event 

evaluations have to principally rely on the client’s feedback to the event manager. 

 

In the case study event however, the desired outcome was actually difficult to summarise, and its 

level of success therefore difficult to measure. EC1 noted that evaluation of the first event was very 

intense, as one department had an existing event they were “passionate about and they took a lot of 

ownership”, while other departments had never done an event before. EM agreed, saying that “in 

the first year that we were involved, we did a big viral campaign, you know... people could vote 

whether [our students] were hot or not... so that was very tangible because we could see how many 

people were voting”. However, this evaluation showed that not a lot of people came to the event, 

and the usefulness of the event was therefore questioned – however, heads of department decided 

that “there was value in the event and they were keen to address the issues and to look at ways to do 

it better the next year.”  

 

In one of the next years, the institution targeted specific audiences by catering for them at mini 

events. There was a media lunch and an early opening for the industry. But, as EC1 observed, “it did 

not really work.”  Then “last year we had an external PR company coming on board and they were 

very hot on a hosting for the media again. They said let’s not host it on a different time but let’s build 

it in the opening but at a separate location.” Again, they failed to attract enough people to make it 

worthwhile.  

 

In recent years, the primary approach to evaluation has been based on a formal debrief session, and 

EC1 noted that this was “broken down with different headings for different components of the event. 

I put in comments I get from people about the different areas and we look back at them at the 

beginning of the next event.”  At the same time, no real advances have been made in terms of 

measuring success during the event itself. EM noted that the practice this year had been to “just rely 

on numbers coming through the doors which is a guessing game really. We can see the people on the 

opening night and then we’ve had other staff members go to the show on a Saturday and say “oh my 

God the car park was full; there were all of these people there on a Saturday” but you know we don’t 

have someone going and counting all the people coming through the doors. But, at the debrief, the 

questions I usually ask are what went wrong, what didn’t work, what could have been.”  
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For this particular version of the event, EC2 felt that they had “had a great response, good feedback 

about the coordination, the look and feel of the branding and the quality of work.” However, she felt 

that there were quite a few things that had to change in relation to “branding, advertisement, 

billboards – that was a bit of a nightmare”, and this was important as it had caused the event to run 

over budget. EC2 also believed that better research would have assisted in this respect – given the 

time over again, “I would have researched and communicated more with the events team. The 

catering seemed to be excessive and there are several groups out there who could possibly support 

us with entertainment.” While EC2 saw potential for improvement in the research, the design part 

was perceived to be “quite good. With the budget it was hard to include a lot more.” Overall there 

could have been more communication and more feedback, and that was singled out for future 

improvement, but overall the students “had a great time and enjoyed showing off their work.” 

 

EM summarized the outcome as a “unique show”, focusing on the great work of the students, 

though not without issues related to the human element. “We have humans involved in events and 

you wouldn’t quite know what they’re going to do .... we really can only anticipate so much.” On this 

occasion EM noted that a number of process errors were evident - “maybe we went too far trying to 

focus on sustainability and not handing out maps to the people. The bar people came from an 

outside company, they did not know the building too well.” But for EM, the evaluation process was 

not so much about finding out what went wrong this time, as it is about generating a list of 

possibilities to improve the process in the future. “It’s just trying to be constructive to make it a 

better process and a better event at the end of it.”  

 

4.2 Participant observation 

 

Participant observation was the foremost data collection method used during the thesis field work, 

in an attempt to gather information about the planning and execution of the event, the processes 

and relationships involved, and the outcome of the event. As anticipated at the methodology section, 

participant observation did take a lot of time and researcher involvement, as the researcher was 

formally included as a member of the planning committee, and additionally met with the event co-

ordinator and the event manager on a regular basis. All of those interactions provided considerable 

information, and deep insights into the planning of the event, though the event co-ordinator had 
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other daily tasks to attend to and some of the planning for the event happened while working on 

other tasks, e.g. through e-mails, phone calls and while meeting various people on the floor. 

 

This section of the thesis is restricted to a summary of the researcher’s observations during the 

monthly event management committee meetings, for this is adequate in terms of giving the reader a 

broad overview of the happenings during the preparations for the event. Specific observations in 

terms of the proposed best practice framework will be offered in the following discussion section. 

 

Preliminary meeting 

 

The researcher’s participation began through a meeting with the institution’s marketing manager on 

the 18th of May. During that meeting, the research project was outlined and the research methods 

were explained in depth. After written consent was obtained from senior management at the 

institution, the event co-ordinator and the event manager were briefed on the project and agreed to 

participate. A formal e-mail was then sent to all prospective committee members, in which they 

were asked to raise any issues that they might have concerning the research within one week, but 

no such issues were raised.  

 

Every event the institution is involved with begins with a marketing communication brief that 

includes the name of the event, the required tasks and resources, a creative brief (including reasons 

for the event, audience, and goal of the event) and any additional information that might be 

required or useful. The marketing communication brief is intended to give everyone a broad 

overview of the event and to create a basic platform of knowledge that can be built upon. As the 

case study event is an annual event, the marketing communication brief was quite similar to those 

used in previous years. It stated the name of the event, and identified the different departments 

who would participate. The goals of the event were specifically to increase brand exposure and 

brand awareness for the institution, and special features of the event were the involvement of 

several different departments working together, the celebration of success for students of the 

institution, and a highlighting of the historic building in which the event was to take place. 

 

Primary target audiences were industry members, employers, professionals and art enthusiasts, and 

secondary target audiences were families and friends of the exhibiting students. It was intended that 

visitors to the event would come because of the exhibition itself, because of the cutting edge nature 

of the designs on show, and because of the opportunity offered to network with others and to 
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celebrate the success of students. To begin to realise the event, the management committee met on 

a monthly basis, starting with an initial meeting on 15 July.  

 

Committee meeting 1  

 

The first meeting of the event management committee began with a short discussion of the 

marketing communications brief. Some members of the group were new to the event, and the event 

co-ordinator read through all of the points of the list to ensure that everyone was fully aware of 

what was involved. Feedback from last year’s exhibition were discussed, to remind the people of 

previous key points, and issues such as a shortage of glasses, the parking plan, the limited signage, a 

meet and great area in the foyer, and wine top ups on the table were comments that fell within the 

responsibilities of the event co-ordinator and the event manager. Issues such as ambassadors 

(persons greeting visitors upon their arrival and giving them directions), clear pricing on artwork for 

sale, and more signage within the departments were comments that department representatives 

were responsible for. For the time between each meeting and the organisation of the next, the 

event co-ordinator was responsible for communication between all committee members and for 

keeping everyone in the loop.  

 

After the feedback session, the main features of the event were discussed. At this stage, the 

planning focused on the design for the event and the resources needed. The budget for this year’s 

exhibition was significantly smaller than the budget for earlier years, and this was especially 

challenging for the event co-ordinator as it was mainly affecting the marketing of the opening 

function. Therefore ideas for the marketing and promotion campaign were collected from the first 

meeting onwards. The overall design of the event was the responsibility of the institution’s graphic 

designers, who agreed to present their ideas at every committee meeting, and to integrate relevant 

feedback in the next meetings’ presentation. Thus, at this first meeting, ideas about an appropriate 

slogan for the event were collected - “breaking boundaries”, “expect the unexpected”, and “swap 

the hard work for a celebration” were some of the examples the committee was asked to consider. 

 

Committee meeting 2 

 

The second meeting was held on 27 July, and started with a discussion about possible slogans for the 

event. Current news topics from all around the world were discussed, including the impact of 

recession and tough times, the concentration on difference, and the creation of one’s own future 
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during those times. The involvement of a new department was discussed, and ideas about their 

contributions towards the opening function were collected in a collaborative manner, before the 

design department presented three design ideas which had evolved out of the discussions during the 

first meeting. Feedback and possible alterations were given by the committee members and then 

discussed extensively.  

 

The atmosphere was slightly chaotic, as some of the designer participants had limited experience 

with the management of an event and with working within a committee structure. However, the 

past experience of the event co-ordinator was able to lead the discussions and was therefore able to 

direct these people through their new tasks.  

 

Committee meeting 3 

 

The third meeting was held on 24 August, and was the shortest of all. The agenda focused on the 

design presentation, the pre-arranged room allocations, and several ideas for a marketing and 

promotion campaign. In summary, the designers presented their alternative concepts and all 

members of the committee agreed on one of the concepts within a few minutes; the event co-

ordinator presented her research about advertisement possibilities, including her requests for 

information and quotes for newspaper ads, billboards, radio ads, promo teams, posters and flyers; 

and the room allocations were discussed and most people were happy to keep last year’s rooms, 

though the new department wanted to have a look at the building before they would confirm their 

selection of rooms.  

 

At the end of the meeting, the event co-ordinator announced her resignation from the committee, 

and that a new event co-ordinator would take over the role as marketing account manager (and 

therefore as event co-ordinator) from the next meeting onwards. 

 

Committee meeting 4 

 

The new event co-ordinator received an extensive induction into all aspects of the event, and the 

requirements of her new role, prior to the fourth meeting on 21 September. The agenda for this 

meeting included approval of the final design concept, budget/marketing activity, communication, 

and staffing for the opening night. The designers commenced the meeting by presenting ideas they 

had around the agreed upon design, and what different variations of the design were possible to 
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support the branding of the exhibition. The timings for the opening function were discussed, with all 

departments asked to give an estimate of their contributions and the timings involved.  

 

This estimate proved quite difficult for the new department, as they had little prior experience with 

what works and does not work for exhibitions and shows of this type. In addition, the person who 

was responsible for exhibition planning within the new department resigned from the committee 

after this meeting and was replaced prior to the next meeting. This issue raised concerns about the 

new department’s ability to contribute on the opening night, but the actual planning of the event 

was ultimately not affected.  

 

Various marketing and promotional ideas were presented, which then led into a discussion about 

the implications of opening night. These promotional plans proved to be a contentious topic for 

discussion, as the new event co-ordinator was not yet fully up to date with all of the details of 

progress so far. The event manager was identified as the person responsible to organize the catering 

for the opening, while the event co-ordinator was responsible for all the promotion, marketing and 

other queries until then. However, it became apparent that the event co-ordinator had other 

responsibilities with regards to her role as marketing account manager, and had limited time to 

explore further promotional ideas – however, the option of bringing in further support from 

elsewhere in the institution was dismissed by the marketing manager, as she was afraid of an 

increase in the volume of issues to be faced due to there being more voices on the committee. As a 

result, some promotional ideas that were linked to the support group had to be dismissed (though 

some could still be continued). 

 

The fourth meeting felt tough and chaotic to most of the participants, as a new event co-ordinator 

had to assume and understand the budget responsibilities of the previous co-ordinator, and had to 

answer questions coming from all committee members without necessarily fully understanding the 

situation. 

 

Committee meeting 5 

 

The fifth meeting was held on 19 October, about one month before the event was scheduled to start. 

The agenda for this meeting included room confirmation, industry list update, marketing activity 

update and other issues. At this meeting, final room allocations were made, invites to industry 

networks were printed and given to departmental managers to mail to their contacts, and catering 
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arrangements were discussed and catering staff approved – an outside school had been asked to 

cover this area by inviting some of their hospitality trainees to work the event. Security hire was 

approved to secure the artwork, as some had been stolen in previous years. Finally, the marketing 

campaign was launched with a dedicated website and Facebook site going live, and supporting radio 

ads and billboards being introduced in subsequent days.  

 

Committee meeting 6 

 

The sixth and last meeting before the event was held on 2 November, two weeks before the opening 

night of the event, to make sure that all departments were on the right track and knew about the 

timing of the event. All responsible people within all participating departments reported on their 

progress and the challenges they were facing. Some of these challenges were resolved during the 

meeting and all departments supported each other with material and ideas.  

 

Final timings were reviewed and verified, and the newly introduced department was evaluated as 

being well on track. To ensure the prospective audience was well informed, the promotion of the 

event was reviewed with the only real issue being a relatively minor problem with billboard publicity. 

All other promotions were well under way, the response rate to publicity was up to expectations. 

Everyone was excited about the opening function of the event. 

 

Opening night 

 

The opening night for the event was 26 November 2009, with an official start time of 5.30pm, and 

the staff that were to work on the opening night met at 1.00pm to sort out the catering stations, 

finalise signage and maps, and set up the attendee survey stations. 

 

EM was in charge of the catering station set up, and it was easy to see that there was previous 

experience at work in this respect.  All of the deliveries came to the main entrance of the venue, and 

EM then organised the distribution of these deliveries to six separate catering stations located 

throughout the building. While this was in theory a simple task, it did require a considerable amount 

of time, as many students still working on their installations resulted in a blocking of several 

corridors and rooms.  At this point, EM became agitated when beverages and food arrived at the 

same time, and everything began to pile up at the entrance – however, with the help of both staff 
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and students, everything was successfully distributed to each station well before the arrival of 

hospitality students at around 5.00pm. 

 

It was these students’ role to look after each of the six catering stations, and the EM was able to give 

the students a reminder of event timings, and to explain the detailed requirements of the function  

before splitting the group into six teams to man the six stations.   

 

At about the same time, the graphic designers from the marketing department pasted up maps 

around the building to help enhance orientation for the visitors, and the two attendee survey 

stations were set up. Though this was supposedly an easy task, the location of one station directly 

next to the main entrance meant that staff had to organise locks and a long cable to connect the 

computer to the nearest network port. 

 

Visitors began to arrive just after 5.00pm, with a constant flow of people between then and 7.00pm. 

The event’s formal opening ceremony, scheduled for 7.00pm, was located just outside a side 

entrance to the building, and many visitors seemed to need directions to that area as the signage did 

not seem to be sufficiently clear – catering staff did have some difficulty in giving directions to 

people, as they themselves were un familiar with the building. The ceremony itself was well 

attended, and the location became a little crowded. Most of the departmental presentations were 

well received, although the new department was perhaps not perceived to have done as well as the 

more experienced others. 

 

The catering stations closed at 8.30pm, and the visitors gradually drifted away after that time. 

 

4.3 Survey results 

 

The survey part of data collection was designed to gain more knowledge about the opinion of 

visitors, by collecting opinion from a small sample of attendees as a potential representative of all 

attendees. Two computers were set up to facilitate a self-complete survey, one at the main entrance 

and one at a widely used back entrance. These computers were quite clearly visible to the audience, 

and an opportunity to win a $50 shopping voucher for completing a 10 minute survey was included 

in an effort to increase responses. 
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One the opening night of the event, what was thought to be a good location for the survey turned 

out to be a bad one, as the location was very crowded, and the large number of people limited the 

visibility of the survey stations. Additionally, people who stood in front of the computer to complete 

the survey did tend to get pushed away by people entering and leaving the building. For future 

sessions, an attempt was made to relocate survey-computers, but this was unsuccessful due to the 

limited length of the cables. As a result, the survey did not achieve the targeted 10% response rate, 

and in fact just 27 people completed a usable response, which of course does mean that the results 

cannot in any sense be interpreted as a representation of the entire audience. However, replies to 

some of the questions show a trend that may prove worthy of further investigation.  

 

The first question asked how respondents had heard about the event, with more than one answer 

being permitted. 67% of respondents had received a personal invite, and 37% had been told about 

the event by friends. The event website was used by 20% of the respondents, followed by 18% who 

were invited via Facebook. The billboard and poster campaigns were mentioned by 8% of all 

respondents.  

 

The second question focused on the level of satisfaction with different parts of the opening night 

arrangements. Overall satisfaction with the event rated 4.56 out of possible 5, with the opening 

ceremony, the performances, the friendliness of staff, and the organization of the event all rating at 

4.50. Availability of adequate parking was rated noticeably lower at 3.45. 

 

A third question about possible additions to the facilities offered at the exhibition was answered by 

19 people. Better parking, and maps to help find the way to the building, was mentioned by four 

people, with more maps within the building requested by three people and more space to enjoy the 

exhibition mentioned by two people. The remaining responses could not identify anything additional 

that they would require. 
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5. Discussion 

 

The overall aim of this research was to examine how the performance of small scale local events can 

be improved by using a framework of best practices of event management. This chapter discusses 

the findings from the interviews, the participant observation process, and the visitor survey, in an 

attempt to address the overall research question:  

 

To what extent does a theoretical best practices framework, for the effective management of 

mega-events, provide optimum guidance for the management of small-scale local events in New 

Zealand? 

 

As discussed during the earlier literature review, an agreed theoretical framework of best practice 

for event management does not appear to exist. Thus, in order to fully address the topic as 

prescribed through the sub-questions identified earlier, it has been necessary to use a provisional 

framework of four pillars of event management, cross referenced to five stages in the event 

management process. The results of data collection presented in the previous chapter have been 

presented in line with the five stages of management; the discussion that follows is therefore 

presented in the light of the previously identified four pillars – time, finance, technology, and human 

resources. 

 

5.1 The pillar of time 

 

As identified in the original framework, there are two main considerations with regards to time, 

namely the value of time and the identification of critical path. The organisation of events is 

generally very time-consuming, and the inclusion of time assessment as part of overhead costs is an 

important requirement of recommended best practices.  Failure to include this consideration 

prevents event managers from accurately assessing their time, limits their motivation to reduce time 

wasting activities, and therefore distorts the evaluation of an event. 

 

The management of small-scale events is often undertaken by employees of the sponsoring 

organisation, and the value of time they spend in working on the event is not always factored into 
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the overall event costs. In the case study situation, the event co-ordinator and the event manager 

were both employed by the institution and were consequently not required to keep formal track of 

the time they spent on the exhibition – both of these people had many other duties to attend to 

during the day, and the event was just one of many projects they were planning and executing 

during that time. As a result, the organisational skills of both EM and EC were tested daily, and tasks 

did on occasion get mixed up during the course of a day.  

 

During the preparations for this event, EC was the main contact person and source of information 

for all stakeholders, and requests for information did come in throughout the workday and 

interrupted the workflow. Especially at the beginning of the planning process, EC was busy with 

other duties in her role as marketing account manager, as a result of which her contribution to the 

first meeting of the committee on 15 July was limited to going through last years’ notes and 

preparing a marketing communication brief which was quite similar to the previous year’s one. For 

subsequent committee meetings, EC did always prepare a written agenda to ensure that main topics 

were discussed during the meetings, and important issues that arose between meetings were e-

mailed to committee members for assistance and feedback.  

 

As the planning process moved into the beginning of November, and the marketing plan was being 

made ready for launch, the workload for EC was enormous. Around 30 substantial event related e-

mails reached the office daily and most of these were important enough to require attention on the 

day. Throughout this period, EC was working autonomously on the marketing campaign, and had no 

assistant to entrust with any tasks, other than the ability to seek the opinion of committee members 

where appropriate. This outcome could arguably have been foreseen with better attention to critical 

path, the event management model that identifies all of the tasks included in an event, shows how 

these tasks are related, and estimates how long the project will take if all dependent tasks can be 

undertaken one after another. The critical path diagram depicts the earliest and latest possible 

starting time for each task with regards to other dependencies, and shows when each task will have 

to be completed without influencing the overall finish time.  

 

In the case study event, the critical path was set according to two main milestones - launch of the 

marketing campaign and the opening ceremony for the event – with supporting and dependent 

tasks needing to be finished before each milestone could be regarded as achieved. While this has 

been common practice at the institution, EM admitted that were unsatisfied possibilities that could 

have been tackled by doing more research. One example was the potential to promote the school to 
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potential future students, a process which is thought to be most effective around early September – 

this opportunity was not taken, because the limited research undertaken for the event did not 

identify this as a promotional opportunity, and therefore there was no September deadline set for 

the designers to meet for that purpose. 

  

Critical path analysis is one of the most researched and investigated parts of the major event 

management process, and it is argued that small-scale local events could benefit from the 

implementation of a ‘light’ version of the critical path investigation system. As a component of this 

process, the introduction of a detailed event time frame is proposed to be potentially beneficial, as 

the overall effectiveness of time scheduling at small-scale events would be improved by the 

introduction of specific activity time slots that could have been allocated and measured more easily. 

In addition, had a greater effort been made to accurately measure the cost to the event of EM and 

EC time, there may have been a possibility to split responsibilities between different people to allow 

for a more efficient event planning and resource allocation.  

 

5.2 The pillar of finance  

 

Literature review research into best practice within the pillar of finance revealed the existence of 

three main topics - the overall costs of conduct, sponsorship, and event marketing and promotion.  

 

The overall costs of conduct refer to the costs an event company incurs during the course of 

managing an event, and includes both the costs that can be directly assigned to the event itself, and 

a proportion of the general overhead associated with operating the business. While this is an 

obviously important aspect for an event management company, its applicability tends to be more 

restricted in cases where the sponsoring organisation manages the event itself. In the case study 

event, the idea of overall costs of conduct was represented by a discrete event budget that did 

include direct costs of operation but significantly overlooked the application of any general overhead, 

and the provision of resources seemed to be based on what was available rather than what was 

needed. 

 

For example, the provisional framework of best practice event management recommends the 

introduction of special event software for companies working in the event industry, but the case 

study event was required to rely on off-the-shelf Microsoft Office due to financial limitations to the 
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introduction of special software. Conversely, the salaries of EM, EC, and other school staff working 

the event were paid by the institution and were not part of the event budget, and this consideration 

clearly reduced the costs of conduct by a significant amount. Throughout the event management 

process, there were additional possibilities to charge other accounts for sub-tasks, e.g. the printing 

of the posters was charged towards the marketing budget and not to the event budget. While this 

obviously increases the financial viability of the event, it detracts from any accurate assessment of 

event cost and complicates EC’s ability to accurately plan and cost the event marketing campaign. 

 

More importantly, it becomes very difficult to accurately asses the comparative benefits and costs of 

the event. From the second year of the event onwards, the institution has had an overall objective to 

increase brand exposure and brand awareness, though resource budgets have continuously been 

reduced to the point where they are now at about one quarter of the initial level – at the same time, 

the original goal to create more brand awareness and exposure has remained the same, though this 

has not been specified in any greater detail. It is suggested that this would be more effectively 

managed, and the financial outcomes more easily established, if the overall ambition was quantified 

by the introduction of supporting SMART goals to enhance the assessment of different marketing 

and promotional tools with regards to their contribution towards overall objectives. 

 

Sponsorship is accepted as an essential part of all major events around the world, and it is widely 

recognised that companies support and sponsor an event in exchange for public exposure. While in 

most cases, particularly in the case of major events, the event could not be realized without a 

sponsor, the case study institution was able to underwrite all of the costs of conduct as discussed 

above, and the necessity to secure adequate sponsorship was largely absent. Additionally, the public 

exposure of sponsor products and services may possibly have detracted from the global goal of 

maximal brand exposure for the institution during the event. Thus though a carefully selected 

sponsor could have been used to attract more visitors and complement the institution’s brand 

rather than detract from it, these possibilities were not researched as the exhibition was feasible 

without a sponsor. 

 

For example, one sponsorship possibility was offered by a particular support group that proposed 

paying for some of the merchandise in exchange for the exposure of their logo on that merchandise. 

This proposition was refused by the marketing manager, on the grounds that the overall goal of 

maximal brand exposure could have been compromised, and this may in fact have been a sound 

decision as that support group were still willing to organize an outside BBQ area and a major energy 
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drink company to sponsor drinks and music in front of the building. The public exposure for this 

support group was immense, due to a well-chosen location, for most of the approximately 3000 

visitors had to walk past the BBQ and entertainment area to enter the exhibition building.  

 

Marketing and promotion are increasingly challenging tasks for events all around the world, and 

marketers are fighting for attention amongst a steady increase of products and events by using an 

ever wider mix of communication channels. In this regard though, Gitelson & Kerstetter (2000 in 

Smith, 2008) have researched the typical information flow found in many events, and concluded that 

people still use previous experience as the main source of information - if they have no experience 

they ask friends and family for advice. As a result, Smith (2008) concluded that, for most promotions, 

past experience was more important than channel effectiveness. 

 

The main advantage held by the case study event is the fact that it has been around for several 

years, and each year the students invite their families and friends to come along and celebrate with 

them. Therefore a large group of people with former experience exists, though the institution has 

retained relatively little information about this group and has no contact platform to communicate 

with these people. Without the advantage of this type of database platform, EC decided to work 

with a specialized media company to implement a media marketing campaign, and that company 

recommended announcements over local radio, print advertisements in various newspapers and 

magazines, cinema screen ads, bus backs and outdoor advertisements such as billboards. 

 

While a broad range of possibilities was introduced, the relevance for the target audience was not 

always obvious to the researcher, and it seems reasonable to suggest that the media company could 

have offered more of their experience to implement a strategic marketing plan that sought out 

specific target market segments and identified the best ways to reach them. In the end, the sum cost 

of the recommended marketing activities was approximately three times the available budget, and 

the suggested options pared right back to two radio announcements, one newspaper and one 

special magazine ad, and three billboards around the city. All of this was scheduled to launch the 

marketing campaign on 1 November.   

 

The finally agreed media campaign was supported by various promotions designed to increase the 

awareness of the event. Promotions included front page event publicity on the institutional website, 

and a supporting notice on an associated institution’s website; creation of a dedicated and event 
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specific website and Facebook group; posters displayed within and around the institution, direct mail 

invites to key industry contacts, and event-branded t-shirts for staff.   

 

Announcements on the institution’s own website and on a supporter’s website did not attract a lot 

of attention, though the event website (designed and built by the institution’s IT department) was 

more successful. Traffic flow monitoring by Google Analytics showed that 527 different people had 

generated 659 page visits, with 99 different origin sources used to get to the page. The most 

commonly used were Google searching used by 290 visitors, direct access used by 142 visitors, 87 

accesses via Facebook clicks, and 32 visitors referred by nzila.co.nz. Notably though, the Facebook 

group contained all necessary information about the event and was very popular in the days 

immediately prior to the opening. Members of this group were encouraged to invite friends to join, 

and in the end nearly 2000 people had been invited to join the group and come to the exhibition. For 

a free marketing tool, this was an outstanding success.  

 

The same could not be said for billboard advertising which turned out to be extremely problematic 

and a time-consuming task for EC. After the initial selection of three suitable sites, the billboard 

company realized that they already booked one of the sites to another advertiser, with a second pre-

booked site given to another advertiser with a higher bid price just before the skins were scheduled 

to be installed. The media company who were advising EC did not always search for better options 

for the institution and in one instance EC had called the billboard company and got a better deal 

than the media company had been able to arrange for the institution. This led to a level of mistrust 

and frustration between the event co-ordinator and the media company, and an eventually 

unsatisfactory relationship. 

 

During the installation of the billboards several mistakes were made, and only one billboard was 

placed in the correct location at the agreed time, while another was place in the wrong location and 

a third made available two days later than arranged and one billboard was put up on the wrong 

location. All bill boards were eventually in place as intended four days later than the original 

schedule. Furthermore, operational problems were experienced with one of the billboards half way 

through the media campaign, and the overall experience was profoundly unsatisfactory – this may 

have been a possible reason why the reach of this media was also ineffectual. 

 

In this respect, the researcher’s small attendee survey revealed that, while 67% of respondents had 

been invited to the event, 37% had been informed by friends, 22% used web sources, and 18% used 
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Facebook, just 8% had seen billboards and/or posters. This clearly suggests that, as the literature 

predicted, the cheaper direct promotion campaign was far more effective than the higher priced 

media campaign. It may therefore be a good idea for event managers to divert more resources into a 

boost for the promotional campaign for next year’s event, and the use of student expertise and 

involvement could conceivably generate even more students to boost the promotional campaign 

next year this campaign has even more potential. These suggestions do need further research, but 

they do offer some alternative thinking on ways to handle the marketing challenges for small-scale 

events. 

 

In summary, the establishment of better systems to record contact details and participant feedback, 

combined with the introduction of a professional lead management system, could allow the 

institution to greatly enhance communication with former visitors, and to use them as a local 

information source for people who want to talk with someone who has previously attended the 

exhibition. Furthermore, it is suggested that the implementation of, and concentration on, SMART 

marketing and media goals would improve outcomes for the institution. “Promotional channels such 

as radio, television, newspapers, magazines, posters and banners, were all significant in raising 

awareness of the event, but not highly rated as the most important source of information... Media 

sources tended to be supplementary information sources” (Smith, 2008, p. 30). 

 

5.3 The pillar of technology  

 

The provisional framework of best practices splits technology into the five categories of code of 

conduct, location, communication, entertainment, and benchmarking.  

 

Technology is the most time saving tool people have at their disposal, and it is a tool that can be 

applied to many specific areas of event management. That being the case, theory suggests that an 

established code of conduct can be used within an event company to keep technology up to date 

and to minimise the workload of event staff. Used appropriately, technology can significantly 

accelerate processes and store large amounts of data, thus greatly simplifying the work of the event 

manager. In this respect, Goldblatt (1997) has identified several best practices for event 

management technology, suggesting that the primary benefits of a code of conduct are realised 

when acquiring appropriate technology, establishing the technology in collaboration with staff, and 

reassessing technologies preparatory to scheduled update.  
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While those best practices may well be relevant for a larger event management company, the issues 

associated with resource demand and performance complexity pose significant challenges for small-

scale events. The level of return on investment needed to justify the high initial investment is 

difficult to obtain for small-scale events companies, and this is an even greater difficulty for those 

companies and institutions that are required to plan and implement several small-scale events in 

house.  

 

As recognized in the best practices framework, the question of location is the single most important 

aspect of every event, and this principle was amply demonstrated during the case study event. Here, 

though Goldblatt (1997) recommends the implementation of a focus group to evaluate the location 

from a patrons’ perspective, this was deemed impracticable because of the exhibition being spread 

out throughout the building. This was just one of a range of important and influential features of the 

location that impacted on the strategies devised: 

 

 Building owned by the institution, so no hire costs 

 The year-round home of the design and visual arts staff and students 

 A landmark historical building that is well known to industry contacts and the general public 

 Inner city location with close public transport 

 Ample parking in the institution’s own grounds 

 Multiple entry and exit ways 

 Reasonable disability access (with elevator to upper floor) 

 Intricate network of connected small rooms  

 Unconstrained overall capacity 

 Good toilet facilities 

 Three-phase power available 

 Previous years equipment available 

 

One quite important drawback of the location is that it does not have a large auditorium, and 

therefore the opening function was heavily reliant on good weather to the extent that this function 

could be held outside. Particularly given the vagaries of Auckland, it was surprising to see a total 

reliance on the advent of good weather, with no apparent contingency plan for use in the case of 

rain. While the building has no alternative space that could fit the amount of people that came to 

the opening ceremony, there could (and should) be an alternative plan using several rooms to host 

the visitors. 
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With the location comes the issue of parking, with briefing notes from previous years noting that this 

had been a historical problem. The institution does have enough parking spaces available, but some 

of the areas are a good walk away, and the roads and pavements are not the best to walk on in 

exhibition footwear such as high heels. This year, the parking situation was discussed at various 

meetings and everyone agreed on the provision of more maps and better information services – also 

discussed were ideas ranging from implementing a parking service to ordering a shuttle bus for at 

least the opening night. However, as the parking issue was part of EM’s responsibility, EC did not 

proceed on any of the suggested improvements, and EM eventually adopted the same parking plan 

as had been used in the previous year. 

 

While theoretical best practices ask for the design of good and highly visible parking plans, with VIP 

parking areas that can be given to important industry contacts, this has not yet been fully absorbed 

for the case study event. Though the implementation of a formal parking plan in previous years did 

improve the parking situation significantly, comments from both this and previous years indicate 

that this is still an issue. While the situation today appears to be a lot better than it was during the 

first years of the exhibition, there are still more lessons that can be learnt from the framework in this 

respect. 

 

Inside the building, each department was allocated its own section of rooms, where they could set 

up for the artworks and temporarily modify the rooms to suit – the rooms had to be re-set to their 

original layout after the exhibition had concluded – and a branding strategy for the building was 

organised by the graphic designers who ordered banners, posters, food stickers and floor plans. 

While the floor plans were good at the beginning of the event, they became less effective as more 

people arrived and the location became crowded, and a more effective array of floor plans would 

have enhanced the orientation of visitors and led to a clearer communication of the point of the 

exhibition. 

 

Even though communication is conventionally regarded as a sub-field of the social sciences, many 

people hold the opinion that communication is better seen as a science in itself. Wars have been 

fought, marriages have been ended, employees have left, and customers have been lost due to poor 

communication, and an effective communication strategy is widely regarded as essential for the 

success of every event. Here, even minor misunderstandings can have a major impact on the 

outcomes and perceptions of an event, and many of these misunderstandings can be traced back to 
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a breakdown in internal communications, that is in the systems and processes used by event 

management staff to relate to each other and to other relevant entities within the organisation. 

 

Communication and coordination within and between individual departments was assigned to a 

single responsible person in each department and, before the first meeting of the committee, the 

representative of each department had to be identified. This was an informal process, as EC had 

been working with the departments on a daily basis in her role as marketing account manager. Two 

of the departments had the same representatives as last year, another department was able to 

easily identify the appropriate person, and just one department was represented by the head of the 

department - supposedly until an appropriate representative was found. This did not happen, and 

the head of department eventually attended all of the committee meetings up until the event itself. 

 

Before each committee meeting, EC sent out e-mails with the agenda for members to prepare for, 

and the initial marketing communication brief was attached to the first invitation to the 15 July 

meeting. In addition, irregular meetings were held with the graphic designers to discuss the progress 

of their work and the next steps to be taken – during these meetings, presentations for the next 

committee meetings were informally considered and prepared and, especially at the design stage, 

other issues such as floor plans, posters, billboards and banners also required attention. In each of 

these meetings, communication was evenly split between the stakeholders of the topics discussed, 

and discussion proceeded in what seemed to be a fair and reasonable manner.  Main 

communication channels used between the meetings were e-mails, phone calls, and informal 

discussions during other unrelated meetings. 

 

EC1 did send out follow-up action plans after the meetings to let everyone know what their tasks 

were, but EC2 chose to trust the discussions during the meetings to be sufficient to fulfil this task. On 

one occasion this evaluation proved to be wrong, as one department did not send out invitations to 

their industry contacts within the discussed timeframe.  

 

In terms of external communication, theory suggests that it is vital to assess and qualify the target 

audience at the outset of the process, for this is what will determine the communication channels 

that are appropriate to use to reach out to that audience. In this regard, the three target audiences 

that had initially been identified in the marketing communication brief were: 
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 Group 1: Industry / Employers / Media / Professionals 

 Group 2: Family and friends of the students 

 Group 3:  Prospective students 

 

EC handled all of the communication that was involved with the marketing campaign, such as 

dealing with the media company, requesting all relevant quotes, and organising the information 

necessary to support the campaign. However, promotional activities were performed by various 

people – the departments were asked to put together PR articles, the IT manager created the 

website, and the researcher handled the social media activities. While other people performed these 

tasks, EC was the main contact person who kept track of progress. 

 

Tasks related to the actual event were dealt with by EM. Her job included organisation of the 

catering stations and hiring of the band for the entrance area. Though apparently simple, a review of 

the tasks involved in “organisation of the catering stations” is instructive as an example of the 

complexity involved: 

 

 Mark the catering station locations on floor plans 

 Plan the equipment needed for each catering station 

 Plan the refreshments needed 

 Get quotes for food and beverages 

 Organise staff to man the catering stations 

 Hire security to protect the artwork and to implement a traffic plan 

 Order the equipment 

 Order the food and beverages 

 Set up the catering stations on the day of the event 

 Induct the catering staff on the day of the event 

 Distribute refreshments to the various catering stations throughout the building 

 Look after the catering stations during the event 

 Break down the catering stations after the event 

 

All the communication that was involved with regard to the tasks above was handled by EM, while 

most other responsibilities were assigned to EC  - including, as has been previously mentioned, the 

main issues involved in external communication. 
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One major investment that can easily be justified for events of this nature is the investment in a 

programme of entertainment. Entertainment is a natural part of every event, and people expect to 

be entertained – even at an exhibition, where people primarily come to enjoy the artwork, there is 

some expectation of suitable entertainment to enrich the experience and to stimulate all the senses. 

As such, the provisional best practices framework splits the design of the entertainment element 

into three parts – analysis of audience to ascertain their tastes, inspection of the location to 

determine possibilities, and imagination of the entertainment from the guests’ perspective.  

 

In the case study event, EC1 had a broad knowledge base about the event based on past experience, 

and knew that music is the least the audience would expect during the event. Thus, while the 

artwork was clearly the main attraction for the event, each department had music installed at 

various sections of the exhibition, thus providing a range of different entertainment options. Some 

areas had background music playing, while others had a DJ taking care of the music, and EM had 

hired a band to play at the main entrance area. On the first day of the event, the opening ceremony 

was followed by the band playing in the main entrance hall. Throughout that time, the six catering 

stations within the building were opened to offer the guests refreshments, and this was well 

patronised and appreciated.  Though catering staff had maps of the building to help people with 

their orientation, it might have been beneficial to involve catering staff earlier in the process, and 

walk them through the entire building to increase their orientation and knowledge of the building. 

Signs to direct people to the opening function could have been a useful additional service as well.  

 

While music has been a feature of the event since the first year of the exhibition, it has remained 

largely similar for the years afterwards. While this is mostly due to space characteristics of the 

location, some future enhancements might nevertheless be possible.  For example, people who had 

just entered the exhibition, and were looking for orientation, were distracted from listening to the 

band, and in total its efforts were not as much appreciated as they might have been. There may be 

some potential in using the foyer space as a welcome and orientation area to help guests with the 

orientation, while the band is playing outside to attract more people from the vicinity. The model 

could be the airport at Rarotonga, where a local band is playing to welcome international guests 

onto the island, thus creating a warm atmosphere which gives a positive first impression of local 

culture before entering the airport building.  

 

Finally, it is important under this pillar to note that the practice of benchmarking is still very much in 

the developing stage within the event industry. Though an important aspect of business 
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management practice worldwide, requiring companies to compare processes, practices, procedures 

and performances to enhance their performance, it is difficult to compare events with each other 

because of a clear lack of standardisation. Thus, though comparison with previous years’ events 

gives some indication of the success of the event, this can only ever be an indication, as the both the 

settings for and the funding of the exhibition have changed significantly. Future investigation of 

EventsCrop as a potentially useful tool to objectively and systematically measure the overall impact 

of events might allow comparisons in the future, but at present there is little opportunity for 

comparison.  

 

5.4 The pillar of human resources  

 

The last of the four pillars of best practices identified in the provisional framework is that of human 

resources, with the sub-categories of event management, staff, volunteers, and customer 

relationship management (CRM). 

 

In the case study event, the management of the exhibition was predetermined by the positions the 

people held at the institution. The representatives of the departments, the event manager and the 

marketing account managers were automatically part of the planning, organizing, leading and 

controlling team for the event, and it was the role of this management team to set the foundation of 

the work and to guide the remainder of the event team throughout the process. The quality of their 

management would obviously establish the foundations for the display of student work, and the 

better the preparations made, the better subsequent activities could be undertaken by other people 

arranging their part of the exhibition.  

 

The management of the exhibition was not constant throughout, for EC1 resigned from the 

organisation in September and was replaced be another person with a different approach to the 

event. Similarly, the person who was representing the new department taking part in the exhibition 

for the first time left the institution half way through the planning process, and was replaced by 

another person. Aside from these disrupts to continuity, it should be remembered that the event 

management team was challenged by the responsibilities of their substantive positions in the school 

and, for example, EM was often busy with other tasks and could not always attend meetings.  It is in 

the researcher’s view likely that a numerically smaller team with fewer additional responsibilities 
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might have been more effective in researching the overall objective of the event and improving the 

strategic marketing communication plan.  

 

Staffing is a major issue for an event management team, as it is vitally important to get the right mix 

of people together to realise events. At small-scale local events, a small team often improves the 

team spirit, but has to contend with a limited knowledge base from which to retrieve information 

and source advice. Throughout the event management process, different tasks and new challenges 

arise daily, and whatever these tasks and challenges may be, the event staff will be required to 

respond. In this instance, while the event management committee can be seen as ‘management’ for 

the purposes of this discussion, the graphic designers, IT manager, merchandise manager, and the 

researcher can be best seen as ‘staff’ of the event.  

 

With regards to best practices identified earlier, conscious efforts were made to involve staff in all 

decisions of the committee, and one major task for EC was consistently keeping in touch with all 

staff to discuss directional changes agreed to at committee meetings. However, as is common with 

smaller events where technical expertise is lacking, it was necessary to use externally outsourced 

staff for two main aspects of the event – catering sourced from a collegial catering school, and 

security sourced from an external security firm – and this of course added an additional complication 

to the overall success of the event. While established and reputable suppliers were chosen, the risk 

here is that, due to time constraints, not enough research into alternative options is conducted – the 

bets practices recommendation here is that a specific and regular time slot is set aside to ensure that 

continuous research is conducted and alternatives considered. 

 

For both the catering and security elements of external staffing, EM inducted all personnel and 

explained their task during a briefing session before the event. While the catering staff was only 

present on the opening night, getting this aspect of the event right is always a critical issue. For this 

event, food selection was arranged by a local catering company who were happy to incorporate 

specially designed labelling on their food products, and the quality of food was excellent though the 

costs of catering was less well received by the management committee. The school works with this 

catering company on a regular basis, but several members of the committee would have preferred 

to get more quotes and arrange for less expensive catering options. 

 

Security was hired to be present throughout the event to ensure that the artwork was safe. This was 

done in response to a previous instance where the fire alarm was deliberately activated to get the 
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building evacuated to make possible the theft of artwork, and EM worked closely with the security 

firm to develop several contingency plans that could be implemented in a range of extreme 

situations. Luckily none of those situations happened during the event. Other vendors included the 

printing shops that made the banners, posters and floor plans where, after the final design had been 

approved by the committee, terms of trade were researched in order to get branding material done 

in a good quality for a good price. 

 

With regards to volunteer staff, who are often the very public face of an event in the eyes of 

attendees, there is little to say as this event was not big enough to actually require the recruitment 

of volunteers to look after guests. Still, various students volunteered to help set up the different 

sections of the exhibition, and worked closely with the departments to get their sections ready for 

the exhibition. This was a great help, not seen by visitors to the function but definitely important, 

and an investigation into future volunteer opportunities might prove to be worthy of consideration.  

 

The concept of customer relationship management (CRM) has to deal with the same issues, though 

the most important part of the CRM for this event was undertaken in the research stage of the 

management process, where the target audiences were identified and the marketing activities to 

target them established. Furthermore, the institution had chosen to manage the exhibition in-house, 

and therefore EM and both ECs were able to deal with their familiar colleagues. This might prove to 

be a challenge at other events, as participation in the planning of an event can be seen as an 

element of job enrichment, and a relevant management issue could arise as a result of new 

colleagues wishing to become involved with event planning. 

 

Overall, one important aspect of small-scale local event management in New Zealand is that the 

management and the staff of events usually work closely together, and it is sometimes difficult to 

distinguish between the two. One reason behind this observation is that New Zealand ranks low in 

Geert Hofstede’s power distance, a consideration that Hofstede introduced during a study on how 

ethnic culture affects the distribution of values in the workplace. A low power distance reflects a 

society that emphasizes equality and opportunity for all citizens and has an open communication 

style, and therefore does not respond well to hierarchies of seniority or the ‘power of position.’ This 

was clearly evident in the case study event, and may be an important point of difference if similar 

studies are carried out in alternative ethnic environments. 
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5.5 Summary of discussion    

 

The objective of this discussion chapter was to analyse the processes used by the management team 

throughout this event, with specific regard to the provisional framework of best practices 

constructed at the conclusion of the literature review – it was necessary to construct this framework 

to answer the overall research question, because the literature review disclosed that there is no 

universally agreed framework of best practices in existence. The provisional framework presented 

suggested best practices in the form of a 5x4 matrix, with the four pillars of time, finance, 

technology and human resources intersecting with five management processes of research, design, 

planning, co-ordination and evaluation. This discussion used the four pillars as a structural guideline, 

and thus discovered some interesting impediments to the increasing success of small-scale events.  

 

One main obstacle towards the implementation and prosecution of any type of management 

framework is the fact that the institution has no policies in place to guide the extent of preparation 

required for an event. Any such policy would introduce several processes and guidelines that have to 

be fulfilled before the next step can be tackled, and these guidelines would be useful in raising 

awareness and credibility of the event management process. 

 

For example, the main obstruction to the success of the case study event appeared to be the fact 

that all members of the committee were selected because of their substantive positions within the 

institution. With the event about half a year away,  other daily tasks often seemed more important 

and always more urgent, and the research stage of the process was ultimately restricted to more or 

less ‘doing what we did last year’. Significant additional research for the event, under various 

categories as identified in this thesis, has been identified as an important factor to enhance 

performance and work more effectively.  

 

The overall strategy for the exhibition was derived from two main objectives, namely an increase in 

brand exposure and greater brand awareness for the school. In this regard, supporting and 

complementary SMART goals, supported by the outcome of better research, could have led to more 

focused actions being undertaken towards achieving these objectives.  

 

Throughout the process of event management, it seemed that preparation for the exhibition was 

based on a process of dealing with the most obvious next tasks, in a step by step manner and as they 

became apparent. While dealing with the tasks at hand is always important, the effective 
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management of mega-events requires a structured and well-researched framework that allows 

evaluation of the importance of each individual task in respect of its contribution to the overall 

strategy.  There appears to be no reason why this model should not directly translate into smaller-

scale events. 

 

Turning to the third sub-question of this research, various challenges in small-scale events that are 

not present in large-scale events have been found. Next to the various other tasks that committee 

members had to attend to daily, more event software could have made a big difference in the 

preparations for, and communication of, the event. While mega-events have not only the ability to 

fall back upon the specialist knowledge that exists within the event team, they can also tap into an 

extensive network of sponsors and partner firms. Most of these contacts have several years of 

experience within the event industry, and many contacts outside of the event itself, and it is 

standard practice for repetitive mega-events to use the experiences of past sponsors and their lead 

management systems to communicate with possible visitors to events. Additionally, those events 

are often backed by local government, which can in turn provide more options with regards to the 

marketing and promotion of events. Greater involvement of the local community that surrounds the 

case study institution could be a useful first step in this respect.  

 

The fourth sub-question deals with the lessons small-scale event managers can learn from the 

experience of major events. Several ways of using the lessons from major events, as summarized in 

the provisional framework of best practices, have been depicted throughout the discussion part. As 

the following chapter will demonstrate, working towards a strategic orientation within such a 

framework of best practices is predicted to give the institution a far superior outcome for the 

resources it needs to invest to make the event a success. 
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6. Conclusion 

 

The research described in this thesis has been focused on an evaluation of a potential framework of 

best practices for the management of small-scale local events, and has attempted to address the 

overall research question:  

 

To what extent does a theoretical best practices framework, for the effective management of 

mega-events, provide optimum guidance for the management of small-scale local events in New 

Zealand? 

 

To answer this research question, four supporting sub-questions were introduced at the beginning 

of the research process, and were subsequently used as a guideline throughout the thesis: 

 

 To what extent does an agreed theoretical framework exist to guide the management of 

large-scale special events? 

 To what extent has this framework been tested across a variety of settings? 

 What specific challenges are evident in small-scale events that are not present in large-scale 

events? 

 What lessons can managers of small events learn from the experiences of major events? 

 

In terms of sub-questions 1 and 2, the literature review revealed that there does not in fact appear 

to be any universally agreed theoretical framework to guide the management of large-scale special 

events, and this negative answer to sub-question 1 did of course mean that sub-question 2 was 

largely irrelevant. If there is no readily acknowledged framework, no framework exists to be tested. 

 

Therefore, to help answer sub-questions 3 and 4, a provisional framework of best practices was 

derived from the literature review and depicted as a 5x4 matrix in which the four pillars of time, 

finance, technology and human resources were cross-referenced to the five management processes 

of research, design, planning, co-ordination and evaluation. This framework was introduced to allow 

for a structured discussion of the last two sub-questions, and to subsequently answer the overall 

research question. The primary conclusions reached as a result of this process are presented in 

bullet point format below. 
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 The most important learning that occurred during this event was the importance of having 

an overall strategy based on extensive research and SMART goals. Especially within the 

finance and technology pillars, better research would help enhance the performance of the 

exhibition and would also use the budget more cost-effectively. SMART goals would also 

give the committee greater guidance, and improve its ability to assess current case by case 

decisions according to a consistent strategy – only if the case will benefit compliance with 

the strategy it should be pursued.  

 For the effective implementation of strategy, it is necessary that school management puts 

policies in place to ensure that research is done consistently and that support staff by 

providing adequate time and sufficient resources to do the research. In both cases, the 

consistent support and commitment of top management is essential.  

 Appropriate recognition of the responsibilities involved in event management should lead to 

the appointment of a smaller event management team that is better resourced in terms of 

both time and more tangible resources. While mega events have usually one event manager 

who makes virtually all of the decisions with regards to event strategy, the exhibition had a 

relatively large committee to make those decisions. Perhaps as a result of the low power 

distance referred to by Hofstede, there is a culture of collaboration in New Zealand that can 

see decision making turn into a long process that involves hearing everyone’s opinion before 

reaching a common agreement. While this ensures the involvement of all stakeholders, it 

might again be preferable to agree on an overall strategy at the beginning of the process, 

and then evaluate subsequent personal opinions by their contribution towards the strategy.  

 The overall communication strategy needs to improved in order to extract much greater 

levels of information from currently funded processes. For this exhibition, EC had prepared 

invitations to be sent out from all departments to their industry contacts but, while more 

than 3000 invitations were sent out, little is known about the quality of these contacts or the 

extent of their response. Therefore, the introduction of a professional lead management 

system would not only be beneficial for the event, but for the wider communication 

activities of the institution as well. 

 Creation of a communication platform through establishment of an online forum for 

committee members only would give the event co-ordinator the chance to distribute 

information more quickly and accurately. However, this would require the initiative of 

committee members in accessing the platform and contributing their ideas – but would 

remove the need to wait for the next committee meeting and would therefore accelerate 

the decision-making process.  
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 An important part of the communication strategy should also be a resolve to work more 

closely with the surrounding community. This may include places where the local community 

meets, such as churches, libraries, community centres, etc., and could also include more 

communication with local businesses, support groups and politicians to gain their support 

and tap into their network of contacts. The design and visual arts community is another 

potential driver of greater success for the exhibition, and the marketing campaign could be 

more effective in enhancing brand exposure to pertinent members of this community by 

focusing more strongly on their gathering places and areas where they live. 

 

Because no formally defined framework for the effective management of mega-events exists, and 

because therefore there is little to be learned here for the management of small-scale local events in 

New Zealand, a provisional framework of best practices was introduced to provide guidance for the 

planning of such events in New Zealand. The framework proposed here gives the manager of local 

events the opportunity to learn from the experience of mega-events without making the same 

mistakes the organisers of mega events have made in the past. As such, it can be seen as a learning 

tool to increase the performance of local events, and also as an invitation to add personal 

experiences to the framework to collaboratively enhance its quality and value.  

 

The framework of best practices introduced during this research is a compendium of the literature 

relating to best practices in various elements of events. It is clearly not yet in a position to provide 

optimal guidance to event managers, but it is suggested to have potential value in creating an 

opportunity for small-scale local events in New Zealand to learn from the experiences and mistakes 

that mega-events have had to experience in the past. Or as Eleanor Roosevelt said: “Learn from the 

mistakes of others. You can’t live long enough to make them all yourself.”  
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8. Appendices  

Appendix 1: A Checklist for Site inspection 
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(Goldblatt, 1997, pp. 50-53)  
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Appendix 2: Music and Entertainment Terms 

 

 

(Goldblatt, 1997, p. 206) 
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Appendix 3: Decor Checklist 

 

 

(Goldblatt, 1997, p. 89) 
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Appendix 4: Logistics 

 

 

(Goldblatt, 1997, p. 160) 
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Appendix 5: Interview Questions 

Pre-interview questions:  
 
The pre-interview questions were split into three main parts: Strategy, lessons learned from last year 
and skills needed for the event.  
 
Strategy:  

 How do you get your clients? 

 What are the three main questions you’re asking your clients 

 Why is the institution organizing the exhibition? 

 What is the desired outcome of the exhibition (for the institution, the departments and the 
marketing department)? 

 Do you work with a framework? 

 Do you think it is possible to come up with a framework?  

 How do you agree on a theme for the event? 

 How do you set milestones?  

 What challenges are usually coming up when organizing the event? 
 
Lessons learned from last year: 

 What major challenges did you have in the past? 

 How did you evaluate the event after the show? 

 What are the differences to this year’s event? 

 Do you see any changes in visitor’s expectations and tastes? 
 
Skills needed to organize the event: 

 What educational background do you have?  

 How did you get involved with the event? 

 Is there a typical workday for you? 

 What makes a good/bad day for you?  

 Do you have a piece of advice?  
 
Post event interview: 

 What was the outcome of the event? 

 Did you change anything during the event as opposed to the planning part? 

 What other challenges did arise during the event? 

 With regards to the stages of an event, what would you change during: 
o The research stage 
o The design stage? 
o The planning stage? 
o The actual event? 
o The evaluation of the event? 

 Where do you see more potential for the event? 

 In your opinion, how many people came to the event? 

 What was the best feedback you received during the event? 

 What was the worst feedback you got? 

 How did you personally like the exhibition?  

 What was your most valued lesson during the event? 
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Appendix 5: Participant Observation 

 

 

“Exactly how does one go about conducting observation? Werner and Schoepfle (1987, as cited in 

Angrosino & DePerez, 2000) focus on the process of conducting observations and describe three 

types of processes: 

1. The first is descriptive observation, in which one observes anything and everything, assuming that 

he/she knows nothing; the disadvantage of this type is that it can lead to the collection of minutiae 

that may or may not be relevant to the study. 

2. The second type, focused observation, emphasizes observation supported by interviews, in which 

the participants' insights guide the researcher's decisions about what to observe. 3. The third type of 

observation, considered by Angrosino and DePerez to be the most systematic, is selective 

observation, in which the researcher focuses on different types of activities to help delineate the 

differences in those activities (Angrosono & DePerez, 2000, p.677)” (Kawulich, 2005, p. 11). 

 

“Other researchers have taken a different approach to explaining how to conduct observations. 

For example, Merriam (1988) developed an observation guide in which she compiled various 

elements to be recorded in field notes. The first of these elements includes the physical environment. 

This involves observing the surroundings of the setting and providing a written description of the 

context. Next, she describes the participants in detail. Then she records the activities and 

interactions that occur in the setting. She also looks at the frequency and duration of those 

activities/interactions and other subtle factors, such as informal, unplanned activities, symbolic 

meanings, nonverbal communication, physical clues, and what should happen that has not 

happened. In her 1998 book, Merriam adds such elements as observing the conversation in terms of 

content, who speaks to whom, who listens, silences, the researcher's own behaviour and how that 

role affects those one is observing, and what one says or thinks” (Kawulich, 2005, p. 11). 

 

 


